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A BSTRACT
Over the past few years, deep learning, e.g., Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), have shown promise on facial expression recognition. However, the performance degrades dramatically especially in close-to-real-world
settings due to high intra-class variations and high inter-class similarities introduced by
subtle facial appearance changes, head pose variations, illumination changes, occlusions,
and identity-related attributes, e.g., age, race, and gender. In this work, we developed two
novel CNN frameworks and one novel GAN approach to learn discriminative features for
facial expression recognition.
First, a novel island loss is proposed to enhance the discriminative power of learned
deep features. Specifically, the island loss is designed to reduce the intra-class variations
while enlarging the inter-class differences simultaneously. Experimental results on three
posed facial expression datasets and, more importantly, two spontaneous facial expression
datasets have shown that the proposed island loss outperforms the baseline CNNs with
the traditional softmax loss or the center loss and achieves better or at least comparable
performance compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
Second, we proposed a novel Probabilistic Attribute Tree-CNN (PAT-CNN) to explicitly deal with the large intra-class variations caused by identity-related attributes. Specifically, a novel PAT module with an associated PAT loss was proposed to learn features in
a hierarchical tree structure organized according to identity-related attributes, where the
final features are less affected by the attributes. We further proposed a semi-supervised
strategy to learn the PAT-CNN from limited attribute-annotated samples to make the best
use of available data. Experimental results on three posed facial expression datasets as well
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as four spontaneous facial expression datasets have demonstrated that the proposed PATCNN achieves the best performance compared with state-of-the-art methods by explicitly
modeling attributes. Impressively, the PAT-CNN using a single model achieves the best
performance on the SFEW test dataset, compared with the state-of-the-art methods using
an ensemble of hundreds of CNNs.
Last, we present a novel Identity-Free conditional Generative Adversarial Network (IFGAN) to explicitly reduce high inter-subject variations caused by identity-related attributes,
e.g., age, race, and gender, for facial expression recognition. Specifically, for any given input facial expression image, a conditional generative model was developed to transform it
to an “average” identity expressive face with the same expression as the input face image.
Since the generated images have the same synthetic “average” identity, they differ from
each other only by the displayed expressions and thus can be used for identity-free facial
expression classification. In this work, an end-to-end system was developed to perform
facial expression generation and facial expression recognition in the IF-GAN framework.
Experimental results on four well-known facial expression datasets including a spontaneous facial expression dataset have demonstrated that the proposed IF-GAN outperforms
the baseline CNN model and achieves the best performance compared with the state-ofthe-art methods for facial expression recognition.
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C HAPTER 1
I NTRODUCTION

1

As one of the most powerful, natural, and universal means of human communication,
the face has been extensively studied in various active research fields. Automatic recognition of facial expression has attracted significant attention because of its importance and
a wide range of applications in human-computer interaction (HCI), such as interactive
games, intelligent transportation, and animation. However, facial expression recognition
is still a challenging problem because of high intra-class variations and high inter-class
similarities caused by diversity in head pose, illumination, occlusions, and identity-related
attributes.
Ekman and Friesen [8, 9] defined six basic emotions based on a cross-culture study,
which indicated that humans perceive certain basic emotions in the same way regardless
of culture. These prototypical facial expressions are anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. Contempt was subsequently added as one of the basic emotions [10].
Recently, advanced research on neuroscience and psychology argued that the six basic expressions are culture-specific and not universal [11, 12, 13].
As one of the major steps of facial expression recognition, features are extracted from
either static images or videos to capture the appearance/geometry changes related to a target
facial expression. In the past decades, various human crafted features have been adopted for
facial expression recognition. Most recently, deep features learned by deep Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved promising results on facial expression recognition
especially in more challenging settings [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
Although great progress has been made from posed or deliberate facial displays, facial
expression recognition performance degrades significantly for spontaneous facial displays
because of the following:
- First, expression-coded training data is limited in terms of subjects and images/videos
compared with many other tasks such as object detection and recognition and the
training data is highly unbalanced with a small percentage of negative expression
data, e.g., fear, disgust, and sad, which increases the difficulty to train a model
2

with good generalization capability. The traditional methods can be based on expert knowledge. Given that deep-learning based recognition is a data-driven task,
training a deep network to capture subtle expression-related deformations requires
a large amount of training data. One of the major challenges for facial expression
recognition is the lack of training data in terms of both quantity and quality;
- Second, facial expression recognition suffers from high intra-class variations and
high inter-class similarities which leads to the learned deep features are not purely
related to expressions.
In this work, we developed three approaches that tend to alleviate the effect of age, race,
and other personal characteristics and mostly focus on appearance-based features caused
by facial behavior. Specifically, in order to handle those challenges and improve the performance of facial expression recognition, we developed two CNN frameworks [21, 22]
by reducing the intra-class variations while enlarging the inter-class differences simultaneously and alleviating the effects of identity-related variations by explicitly exploiting
identity-related attributes, respectively. We also developed one GAN framework [23] to
alleviate the issue of subject variations by transferring the expression information from the
input image to a synthetic identity, i.e., an “average” face calculated from all subjects in
the dataset in this paper. Such generated images have the same synthetic “average” identity
and differ from each other only by the displayed expressions. Hence, these generated “average” identity expressive images will be used for identity-free expression classification.
Note that, the three proposed approaches are all image-based techniques which are more
favorable for online applications, e.g., snapshot, Instagram, and Flickr, where per image
labels are preferred.
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1.1

D EEP N ETWORKS FOR F EATURE L EARNING

Deep learning has recently become a hot research topic and has achieved state-of-the-art
performance for a variety of applications. Deep learning attempts to capture high-level
abstractions through hierarchical architectures of multiple nonlinear/linear transformations
and representations. In this section, we will briefly introduce some deep learning techniques, i.e., Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN), that have been applied for facial expression recognition.
1.1.1

C ONVOLUTIONAL N EURAL N ETWORK

CNN has been extensively used in diverse computer vision applications, e.g., face recognition [24], activity recognition [25], image classification [26], and object detection [27].
At the beginning of this century, several studies [28, 29] in the facial expression recognition literature found that the CNN is robust to face location changes, scale variations
and behaves better than the traditional methods. A general CNN consists of three types of
heterogeneous layers: convolution layers, pooling layers, and fully connected layers. The
convolution layer has a set of learnable filters to convolve through the whole input image
and produce various specific types of activation feature maps. The convolution operation
is associated with three main benefits: local connectivity, which learns correlations among
neighboring pixels; weight sharing in the same feature map, which greatly reduces the
number of the parameters to be learned; and shift-invariance to the location of the object.
The pooling layer follows the convolution layer and is used to reduce the spatial size of the
feature maps and the computational cost of the network. Average pooling and max pooling
are the two most commonly used linear/nonlinear down-sampling strategies for translation
invariance. The fully connected layer is usually included at the end of the network to ensure that all neurons in the layer are fully connected to activations in the previous layer
and to enable the 2D feature maps to be converted into 1D feature maps for further feature
representation and classification.
4

1.1.2

G ENERATIVE A DVERSARIAL N ETWORK

GANs [30] are deep neural architectures used to generate images with two types of networks involved: a generator, G, and a discriminator, D. Specifically, a generator is trained
to capture the underlying distribution of the training data, while a discriminator is trained
to differentiate whether a sample comes from the real distribution or from the generator.
The objective of a GAN is to train a D that identifies fake samples generated by G from
samples drawn from the true distribution, while encouraging G to generate realistic samples to deceive D. In contrast to traditional GANs that learn a mapping from the random
noise vector z to a target sample y, i.e., G(z) → y, conditional GANs (cGANs) [31] learn
a mapping from a random noise vector z to the target y conditioned on an observed signal
x, i.e., G(x, z) → y. In this work, cGAN is utilized to perform expressive face generation
as a part of the IF-GAN framework.

1.2

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we will discuss the related work on facial expression recognition, especially
the CNN and GAN based methods.
Facial expression recognition has been extensively studied as elaborated in the surveys [32, 33, 34] over the past decades. One of the major steps is to extract features
that characterize the facial appearance and geometry changes caused by facial behavior,
from either static images or dynamic sequences. These features can be roughly divided
into two main categories: hand-crafted and learned features. Successful hand-crafted
features including Gabor wavelets [35], Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) features [36, 37], Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [38], histograms of Local Binary
Patterns (LBP) [39, 40], histograms of Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [41], histograms
of Local Gabor Binary Patterns (LGBP) [42], and their spatiotemporal extensions of the
aforementioned 2D features [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48].
In contrast to hand-crafted representations, features can be learned either unsupervised
5

by sparse coding, e.g., [49, 50, 51, 52] or supervised by deep learning such as [53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 2, 4, 62, 63, 20, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70]. Among them,
features learned by deep CNNs have achieved promising results, especially in more challenging settings as demonstrated in the FER-2013 [71] and Emotion Recognition in the
Wild (EmotiW) [14, 15, 16, 72, 73, 74, 20, 59] challenge. Matsugu et al. [29] employed
the CNN to address the problems of subject-independence, translation, rotation, and scaleinvariance in the recognition of facial expressions at the beginning of this century. In
the following, we will discuss the deep-learning-based approaches in terms of improving
person-independent facial expression recognition.
Discriminative feature learning: Facial expression recognition in the wild suffers
from high intra-class variations and inter-class similarities. Contrastive loss [75] and triplet
loss [76] achieved powerful representations with low intra-class yet high inter-class distances in many application. However, the contrastive loss and the triplet loss suffer from
drastic data expansion when constructing image pairs and image triplets from the training
set. Wen et al. [24] proposed a center loss for face recognition, however the inter-class
similarity was not explicitly considered. Liu et al. [77] introduced a large-margin softmax
(L-Softmax) loss by adding angular margin constraints between different classes which explicitly encourages intra-class compactness and inter-class separability. Extension of these
loss functions such as island loss [22], locality preserving loss [3], large margin cosine loss
(CosFace) [78], angular softmax loss (SphereFace) [79], additive angular margin loss (ArcFace) [80], and range loss [81], have shown promise by enhancing discriminative power
of the learned features.
However, most of these approaches were trained from all training data, whereas attributerelated and expression-related facial appearances are intertwined in the learned features.
Although progress has been achieved in choices of features and classifiers, the challenge
introduced by inter-subject variations remains for person-independent recognition.
Multi-task learning (MTL) aims to boost performance of all related tasks by using
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common shared representations, where different tasks are trained in parallel. Ranjan et.
al. [57] developed an all-in-one framework, which simultaneously performs a set of facerelated tasks including face detection, face alignment, pose estimation, gender recognition,
age estimation, smile detection, and face recognition using a single deep CNN. To deal with
insufficient and unbalanced training data for various tasks, the all-in-one framework was
split into sub-networks, which were trained individually. Wu and Ji [82] proposed a Constrained Joint Cascade Regression Framework (CJCRF) to iteratively update the probability
of facial action unit activation and locations of facial landmarks, improving performance
of both facial action unit recognition and facial landmark detection.
The proposed PAT-CNN differs significantly from these MTL-based approaches [82,
57] in that our goal is to improve the major task, i.e., facial expression recognition, whereas
the attributes are employed to organize the learned expression-related features. Furthermore, we jointly minimize the loss of the major task, i.e., expression recognition errors,
and that of the auxiliary task, i.e., the PAT loss, calculated in a hierarchical tree structure.
In addition, semi-supervised learning is employed in our approach to make the best use of
limited attribute-labeled training data.
Face domain transfer learning is utilized in the FaceNet2ExpNet [64], where the
convolution layers of the expression network are regularized by the fine-tuned face net,
which incorporates face domain knowledge, and then the FC layers are connected to the
trained convolution blocks for further fine-tuning expression classifier. Since the face net
contains knowledge about facial attributes, the FaceNet2ExpNet efficiently exploits the
rich face information and boosts the facial expression recognition performance.
People with different ages, races, and genders display facial expression in different
ways. Thus, in addition to facial expression annotations, an ideal facial expression dataset
is expected to include abundant images with precise facial attribute labels, which will facilitate related research on cross-age, cross-race, and cross-gender facial expression recognition using multi-task deep networks and transfer learning. In this work, we make the
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best use of available facial expression datasets which contain facial attribute information in
training to improve expression recognition on facial expression datasets which do not have
attribute labels.
Identity-free facial expression recognition: Identity information is explicitly taken
into consideration when learning the deep models. An identity-aware CNN [65] developed an identity-sensitive contrastive loss to learn identity-related features. An IdentityAdaptive Generation (IA-gen) method [66] was proposed to synthesize person-dependent
facial expressions from any input facial images using six conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (cGANs); and then recognition is performed by comparing the query images
and the six generated expression images, which share the same identity information. The
cGAN was also used in De-expression Residue Learning (DeRL) [67] to generate a neutral
face image from any input image of the same identity, while the residue of the generative
model contains person-independent expression information. Chen et al. [68] also utilized a
cGAN to transform an input face image I to an expression-preserving face image Ĩ but with
another identity. The generator produces an identity-invariant representation f (I), which
is suitable for facial expression recognition.
Deep representation clustering: Most recently, clustering has been widely utilized to
group deep features. A recurrent framework [69] updates deep features and image clusters
alternatively until the number of clusters reaches the predefined value. DeepCluster [70]
alternatively groups the features by k-means and uses the subsequent assignments as supervision to learn the network. Deep Density Clustering (DDC) [60] groups unconstrained
face images based on local compact representations and a density-based similarity measure. In contrast to these unsupervised clustering methods, the proposed PAT-CNN takes
advantage of available attribute annotations and thus, is capable of learning semantically
meaningful clusters that are related to facial expression recognition. Moreover, data samples are probabilistically assigned to clusters at different levels of the hierarchy to alleviate
the misclassification due to clustering errors.
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1.3

S COPE OF THE P ROPOSED R ESEARCH

This research aims to improve the performance on facial expression recognition by developing: 1) a novel Island Loss Convolutional Neural Network (IL-CNN) to learn discriminative expression-related features, 2) a novel Probabilistic Attribute Tree Convolutional
Neural Network (PAT-CNN) to learn expression-related features by explicitly modeling
identity-related attributes in the CNN, and 3) a novel Identity-Free conditional Generative Adversarial Network (IF-GAN) to learn identity-free expression-related features by
explicitly synthesising average expressive face by using cGAN.
First, an island loss is proposed for CNNs to enhance the discriminative power of
learned deep features. Specifically, the proposed island loss pulls the samples towards their
corresponding class centers to achieve intra-class compactness and at the same time, pushes
the centers away from each other to make the clusters as isolated “islands”. Experimental results on three posed facial expression datasets and two spontaneous facial expression
datasets have shown that the proposed island loss outperforms the baseline CNNs with
the traditional softmax loss or the center loss and achieves better or at least comparable
performance compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
Second, we proposed a novel PAT-CNN to learn expression-related features by explicitly modeling identity-related attributes in the CNN. The proposed PAT-CNN is capable
of building semantic-meaningful clusters at different tree levels from which expressionrelated features are learned to alleviate the high inter-subject variations. Samples are probabilistically assigned to clusters at different levels such that expression-related features
can be learned from all samples weighted by probabilities. Experimental results on three
posed facial expression datasets as well as four spontaneous facial expression datasets have
demonstrated that the proposed PAT-CNN achieves the best or at least comparable performance compared with state-of-the-art methods by explicitly modeling attributes.
Third, we proposed a novel Identity-Free conditional Generative Adversarial Network
(IF-GAN) to explicitly reduce high inter-subject variations caused by identity-related at9

tributes, e.g., age, race, and gender, for facial expression recognition. Specifically, for
any given input facial expression image, a conditional generative model was developed to
transform it to an “average” identity expressive face with the same expression as the input
face image. Since the generated images have the same synthetic “average” identity, they
differ from each other only by the displayed expressions and thus can be used for identityfree facial expression classification. In this work, an end-to-end system was developed
to perform facial expression generation and facial expression recognition in the IF-GAN
framework. Experimental results on four well-known facial expression datasets including
a spontaneous facial expression dataset have demonstrated that the proposed IF-GAN outperforms the baseline CNN model and achieves the best performance compared with the
state-of-the-art methods for facial expression recognition.

1.4

E VALUATION DATASETS

BU-3DFE dataset [83] contains 2,500 pairs of static 3D face models and texture images
from 100 subjects with a variety of races and ages. Each subject displays six basic expressions, i.e., angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, and surprise, with four levels of intensity and
a neutral expression. In our experiment, only the texture images with high intensity expressions (i.e., the last two levels) are used. Thus, an experimental dataset including 1,300
images was built for the BU-3DFE dataset.
CK+ dataset [84, 85] contains 327 videos collected from 118 subjects, each of which
was labeled with one of seven expressions, i.e., contempt and six basic expressions. The
first frame of a video was collected as the neutral expression and the last three frames were
collected with the labeled expression. Hence, an experimental dataset including 1,254
images was built for the CK+ dataset.
MMI dataset [86] consists of 213 sequences labeled with one of six basic expressions,
from which 208 sequences with frontal-view faces of 31 subjects were normally used in
experimental validation. Sequences in MMI start from a neutral expression, through a peak
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phase near the middle, and back to a neutral face at the end. Since the actual location of the
peak frame was not provided, three frames in the middle of each sequence were collected
as peak frames associated with the provided label; and the first frame of each sequence was
collected as neutral expression. Thus, a total of 832 images were used in our experiments.
RAF-DB dataset [3] provides attribute labels, e.g., age, race, and gender, for each
image, and thus, is employed as the major dataset for experimental validation in this work.
Specifically, the single-label subset of the RAF-DB (12,271 training images and 3,068
testing images) is employed, where each image was manually crowd-sourced labeled as
one of seven expressions, i.e., angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise, and neutral. The
subjects have been divided into five age groups: (1) 0-3, (2) 4-19, (3) 20-39, (4) 40-69, (5)
70+

1

with the gender attribute labeled as one of the three categories, i.e., male, female,

and unknown 2 , and the race attribute labeled as one of the three categories, i.e., AfricanAmerican, Asian, and Caucasian.
SFEW dataset [87] is the most widely used benchmark dataset for facial expression
recognition in the wild. It contains 1,766 facial images and has been divided into three
sets, i.e. Train (958), Val (436), and Test (372). Each image has one of seven expression
labels, i.e., neutral and six basic expressions. The expression labels of the Test set are not
publicly available. Thus, the performance on the Test set was evaluated and provided by
the challenge organizer.
ExpW dataset [63] contains 88,600 faces downloaded using a list of emotion-related
keywords, e.g., afraid, excited, and panic, through Google search engine. Each of the
face images was manually annotated as one of the seven expression categories, i.e., the
six basic expressions plus the neutral expression. Following [63], the ExpW test partition
was balanced in the seven expression classes, such that each class has 200 image samples.
Thus, an experimental dataset including 87,200 training images and 1,400 testing images
1

In the PAT-CNN, we divide into three age groups: (1) 0-19, (2) 20-39, (3) 40+.

2

In this work, we discarded 752 training images with gender attribute labeled as unknown.
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was built for the ExpW dataset.
FER-2013 dataset [71] , introduced in the ICML 2013 Challenges in Representation
Learning, is a large-scale and unconstrained dataset that contains 28,709 training samples,
3,589 public test samples, and 3,589 private test samples. The dataset was created using
the Google image search application programming interface to search for images of faces
that match a set of 184 emotion-related keywords, e.g., enraged and blissful. Each of
the face images was annotated as one of the seven expression categories, i.e., the six basic
expressions plus the neutral expression. In this work, the public test set is used as validation
set and the private test set is used as testing set.
Training/testing strategy Because the three posed facial expression datasets do not
provide specified training, validation, and test sets, a person-independent 10-fold crossvalidation strategy was employed, where each dataset was further split into 10 subsets,
and the subjects in any two subsets are mutually exclusive. For each run, data from 8 sets
were used for training, the remaining two subsets were used for validation and testing,
respectively. The results were reported as the average of the 10 runs on the testing sets.
For the experiments on the SFEW, RAF-DB, ExpW, and FER-2013 datasets, we used their
training sets for training and their validation and/or testing sets for evaluation, respectively.
Moreover, in order to avoid the effect of randomness for each run, we also report the
average and standard deviation of five runs on RAF-DB dataset.

1.5

S TRUCTURE OF THE D ISSERTATION

This dissertation is arranged as follows. Chapter 2 presents a novel island loss for CNN
to learn discriminative features by reducing intra-class variations while enlarging the interclass differences simultaneously. Chapter 3 describes a semi-supervised Probabilistic Attribute Tree-CNN (PAT-CNN) associated with a PAT loss which is proposed to organize
the expression-related features in a hierarchical tree structure. Chapter 4 introduces a novel
approach (so-called IF-GAN) to alleviate the issue of subject variations by transferring ex-
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pressions from any input facial images to an average expressive face. The conclusion and
future work is summarized in Chapter 5.
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C HAPTER 2
I SLAND L OSS FOR L EARNING D ISCRIMINATIVE F EATURES
IN

FACIAL E XPRESSION R ECOGNITION
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2.1

I NTRODUCTION

1

2

2

1

(a)

2

1

(b)

(c)
Expression 2

Expression 1

Figure 2.1: An illustration of deep features learned by (a) a softmax loss, (b) a softmax
loss + a center loss, and (c) a softmax loss + an island loss in the feature space. Inclusion
of a center loss pulls the features of the same expression towards their centers denoted by
a cross; while the island loss not only compresses the clusters individually but also pushes
clusters apart. Best viewed in color.

Traditional CNNs are optimized using a softmax loss, which penalizes the misclassified
samples and thus forces the features of different classes apart. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1
(a), the learned features form clusters corresponding to different expressions in the feature
space. However, due to high intra-class variations, the features in each cluster are often
scattered. Furthermore, the clusters overlap because of high inter-class similarities.
Most recently, a center loss was introduced into CNNs [24] to reduce the intra-class
variations of the learned features for face recognition. As shown in Fig. 2.1(b), the samples
are pulled towards their corresponding centers with smaller intra-class variations compared
to those learned only using softmax loss.
However, the inter-class similarity was not considered in the center loss. This motivates
us to further enhance the discriminative power of the learned deep features by increasing
the differences between different expressions. Specifically, as depicted in Fig. 2.1(c), we
propose an island loss to simultaneously compress each cluster and push cluster centers
apart as isolated “islands”.
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To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed island loss, a CNN with the island
loss (IL-CNN) is developed for facial expression recognition. As illustrated in Fig. 2.2,
the IL-CNN architecture includes three convolutional layers, each of which is followed by
a PReLU layer and a batch normalization (BN) layer. A max pooling layer is employed
after each of the first two BN layers. Following the third convolutional layer, two fullyconnected (FC) layers are used to generate the representation for each input sample. An
island loss is calculated at the second FC layer. Finally, a softmax loss is calculated at the
decision layer to produce the distribution over the target expressions. The island loss and
the softmax loss are jointly minimized to drive the fine-tuning process in the CNN training.
In summary, our major contributions are:
- Proposing a novel loss function with island loss, which aims to learn representations
with lower intra-class variations and higher inter-class distances; and
- Developing an IL-CNN with the proposed island loss to learn discriminative features
for facial expression recognition.
The proposed IL-CNN was evaluated on three well-known posed facial expression
datasets, i.e. Extended Cohn-Kanade dataset (CK+) [84, 85], MMI dataset [86], and BU3DFE dataset [83]. More importantly, it was also evaluated on two spontaneous facial
expression datasets, i.e. RAF-DB dataset [3] and Static Facial Expressions in the Wild
(SFEW) [87], which contains face images with large head pose variations and different illuminations and is widely used for benchmarking facial expression recognition in the wild.
Experimental results on these four datasets have shown that the proposed IL-CNN outperforms the baseline CNN models using the traditional softmax loss or center loss, thanks to
the increased inter-class distances and further reduced intra-class variations compared to
that using the center loss. It also achieves comparable or better performance compared to
the state-of-the-art facial expression recognition methods.
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2.2

M ETHODOLOGY
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Figure 2.2: The proposed IL-CNN for facial expression recognition. An island loss calculated at the second FC layer and the softmax loss calculated at the decision layer is
responsible for fine-tuning the CNN parameters. Best viewed in color.
In this section, we will first give a brief review of the center loss, and then introduce
the proposed island loss followed by the forward and backward propagation processes of
the IL-CNN.
2.2.1

A B RIEF R EVIEW OF C ENTER L OSS

As illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b), the center loss [24] explicitly reduces intra-class variations
by pushing samples towards their corresponding class centers in the feature space during
training. The centers will be updated iteratively using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
as part of CNN training.
F ORWARD PROPAGATION

The center loss denoted as LC is defined in Eq. 2.1 [24] as the summation of squared
distances between samples and their corresponding centers in the feature space:
LC =

m
1X
kxi − cyi k22
2 i=1

(2.1)

where yi is the class label of the ith sample; xi denotes the feature vector of the ith sample
taken from the FC layer before the decision layer; cyi ∈ Rd denotes the center of all
samples with the same class label as yi ; and m is the number of samples in the mini-batch.
By minimizing the center loss, the samples of the same class will be pulled towards their
corresponding centers and thus, the overall intra-class variations can be reduced.
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During forward propagation, a joint loss is calculated as the weighted sum of the softmax loss and the center loss, which is used in the backward propagation to drive the finetuning process:
L = LS + λLC

(2.2)

where LS is the softmax loss; and a scalar λ is used for balancing the softmax loss and the
center loss.
BACKWARD PROPAGATION

During backward propagation, the partial derivative of the center loss LC with respect to
the input sample xi can be calculated as
∂Lc
= xi − cyi
∂xi

(2.3)

In addition, the centers will be updated in the iterative optimization of the CNN using
SGD as

m
P

∆cj =

δ(yi , j)(cj − xi )

i=1

1+

m
P

(2.4)
δ(yi , j)

i=1

where δ(yi , j) is defined as


 1, yi = j
δ(yi , j) =



(2.5)

0, yi 6= j

2.2.2

A N I SLAND L OSS FOR FACIAL E XPRESSION R ECOGNITION

As shown in Fig. 2.1(b), minimizing the center loss tends to reduce the intra-class variations
of the deep features, while the clusters from different classes may be overlapped with
each other. To cope with this problem, an island loss is proposed to reduce the intra-class
variations and increase the inter-class differences simultaneously.
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F ORWARD PROPAGATION

The island loss denoted as LIL is defined as the summation of the center loss and the
pairwise distances between class centers in the feature space:
LIL = LC + λ1

X

X

cj ∈N ck ∈N
ck 6=cj

ck · cj
+1
kck k2 kcj k2

!

(2.6)

where N is the set of expression labels; ck and cj denote the k th and j th center with L2
norm kck k2 and kcj k2 , respectively; (·) represents the dot product. Specifically, the first
term penalizes the distance between the sample and its corresponding center and the second
term penalizes the similarity between expressions. λ1 is used for balancing the two terms.
By minimizing the island loss, the samples of the same expression will get closer to each
other and those of different expressions will be pushed apart.
The overall loss function of CNN training is given as:
L = LS + λLIL

(2.7)

where a hyper parameter λ is used to balance the two losses.
BACKWARD PROPAGATION

The partial derivative of the island loss LIL with respect to the input sample xi can be
calculated as:
∂LIL
= xi − cyi
∂xi

which is actually the same as the one only using the center loss as in Eq. 2.3.

(2.8)
∂LIL
∂xi

will

be further backpropagated to the lower FC layers and the convolutional layers to drive the
fine-tuning process of CNNs.
Updating the cluster center: Based on SGD, the update of the j th class center can be
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calculated as:

m
P

∆cj =

δ(yi , j)(cj − xi )

i=1

1+

m
P

+
δ(yi , j)

(2.9)

i=1

X
λ1
ck
−
|N | − 1 c ∈N kck k2 kcj k2
k
ck 6=cj

ck · cj
kck k2 kcj k32

!

cj

where |N | is the total number of expressions.
In this manner, the class centers can be updated iteratively in each mini-batch with a
learning rate α 1 :
ct+1
= ctj − α∆ctj
j

(2.10)

The forward and backward learning process in the IL-CNN is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Forward-backward learning algorithm of IL-CNN
Input: Training data {xi }.
1: Given: mini-batch size m, number of iterations T , learning rates µ and α, and hyperparameters λ and λ1 .
2: Initialize: t = 1, network layer parameters W, softmax loss parameters θ, and island
loss parameters cj .
3: for t = 1 to T do
4:
Calculate the joint loss as in Eq. 2.7:
5:
L = LS + λLIL
6:
Update the softmax loss parameters:
∂Lt
7:
θt+1 = θt − µ ∂θSt
8:
Update the island loss parameters (i.e. centers) as in Eq. 3.9:
= ctj − α∆ctj
9:
ct+1
j
10:
Update the backpropagation error:
∂Lt
∂Lt
∂Lt
11:
= ∂xSt + λ ∂xIL
t
∂xti
i
i
12:
Update the network layer parameters:
t
∂Lt ∂xi
∂Lt
t
13:
W t+1 = W t − µ ∂W
t = W − µ ∂xt ∂W t
i
14: end for
Output: Network layer parameters W, island loss parameters cj , and softmax loss parameters θ.

1

In our experiments, we set α = 1, λ = 0.01, λ1 = 10, T = 10, 000 empirically.
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2.3

E XPERIMENTS

Experiments have been conducted on four benchmark expression datasets including three
posed facial expression datasets, i.e. the CK+ dataset [84, 85], the MMI dataset [86], and
the BU-3DFE dataset [83], and more importantly, on two spontaneous facial expression
dataset, i.e., the RAF-DB dataset [3] and the SFEW dataset [87] to evaluate the proposed
IL-CNN for facial expression recognition. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed island loss, the IL-CNN is compared with two baseline CNNs, which have the same
network structure as the IL-CNN, but are under the supervision of (1) softmax loss and (2)
softmax loss + center loss, respectively.
2.3.1

P REPROCESSING

To reduce the variations in face scale and in-plane rotation, face alignment is employed
on each image based on the facial landmarks extracted by Discriminative Response Map
Fitting (DRMF) [88]. Specifically, given the 66 extracted facial landmarks, face regions
are aligned based on three key points: centers of two eyes and mouth. The aligned facial images are then resized to 60 × 60. In addition, histogram equalization is utilized to
improve the contrast in facial images. Because of the limited number of images in the
facial expression datasets, a data augmentation strategy is adopted to produce more data
for training. Specifically, 48 × 48 patches are randomly cropped from the 60 × 60 images,
and then rotated by a random degree between -5◦ and 5◦ . The rotated images are randomly
horizontally flipped as the input of all CNNs.
2.3.2

CNN I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

For experiments on each benchmark dataset, a CNN with the softmax loss is pre-trained using the Facial Expression Recognition (FER-2013) dataset [71] and the other three datasets.
Starting from the same pre-trained CNN, the IL-CNN and the two baseline CNNs are finetuned on each of the four benchmark expression datasets, respectively. SGD with a mo21

mentum of 0.9, a mini-batch size of 300, and a weight decay parameter of 0.05, is used for
training the CNNs. The learning rate µ starts from 0.001 and is reduced by a factor of 0.1
every 2500 iterations. A dropout rate of 0.6 is employed for the last two FC layers.
2.3.3

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

As illustrated in Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, the proposed IL-CNN is compared with
the state-of-the-art methods evaluated on the five benchmark datasets such as methods
using human crafted features (HOG 3D [43], TMS [89], Cov3D [90], STM [37], STMExpLet [91], LOMo [92], ITBN [93] and F-Bases [94]), a method using sparse coding
(MSR [51]), and CNN-based methods (3DCNN and 3DCNN-DAP [95], Inception [54],
IACNN [65], DLP-CNN [3], FN2EN [64], PPDN [96] and DTAGN [97]), in addition to
the two baseline CNNs.
Furthermore, we would like to demonstrate that the proposed island loss is a general
loss function and can be applied to other network structures. Specifically, a deeper CNN
architecture, i.e. VGG-16 network [98], is employed as our backbone network in addition to the shallow network structure shown in Fig. 2.2. Thereafter, the VGG with the
proposed island loss, the softmax loss, and the center loss are denoted as IL-VGG, VGG
softmax loss, and VGG center loss, respectively. Starting from the pre-trained VGG-Face
CNN model [99], the IL-VGG and the two baseline VGGs are fine-tuned on each of the
four benchmark expression datasets, respectively. The input image size of the VGG-based
CNNs is 224 × 224. SGD with a momentum of 0.9, a mini-batch size of 65, and a weight
decay parameter of 0.05, is used for training the VGG-based CNNs. An initial learning
rate µ of 1e − 5 is employed and decayed by a factor of 0.1 for every 2,000 iterations. A
dropout rate of 0.5 is employed for the last two FC layers.
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Table 2.1: Performance comparison on the CK+ dataset in terms of the average recognition
accuracy of 7 expressions. LOSO stands for Leave-One-Subject-Out.
Method
3DCNN [95]
ITBN [93]
F-Bases [94]
MSR [51]
HOG 3D [43]
TMS [89]
Cov3D [90]
3DCNN-DAP [95]
Inception [54]
STM-ExpLet [91]
F-Bases [94]
LOMo [92]
IACNN [65]
DLP-CNN [3]
STM [37]
FN2EN [64]
DTAGN [97]
PPDN [96]
softmax loss
center loss
IL-CNN
VGG softmax loss
VGG center loss
IL-VGG

Acc.
85.9
86.3
89.01
91.4
91.44
91.89
92.3
92.4
93.2
94.19
94.81
95.1
95.37
95.78
96.40
96.80
97.25
97.3
91.03
92.25
94.39
92.66
94.19
95.41

Classes
7
7
7
7
7
6
7
7
6
7
7
7
7
6
7
8
7
6
7
7
7
7
7
7

Feature
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Static
Static
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static

Strategy
15 folds
15 folds
LOSO
LOSO
10 folds
4 folds
5 folds
15 folds
5 folds
10 folds
LOSO
10 folds
8 folds
5 folds
N/A
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds

R ESULT ANALYSIS ON THE THREE POSED FACIAL EXPRESSION DATASETS

As shown in Table 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, the IL-CNN and IL-VGG consistently outperform
their corresponding baseline CNNs using either softmax loss or center loss by simultaneously reducing the intra-class variations and inter-class similarities. Furthermore, the ILCNN and IL-VGG also achieve better or at least comparable performance compared to the
state-of-the-art methods. Note that, while most of the state-of-the-art methods utilized dynamic features extracted from image sequences, the proposed IL-CNN is trained on static
images, which is more favorable for online applications or snapshots where per frame la-
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Table 2.2: Performance comparison on the MMI dataset in terms of the average recognition
accuracy of 6 expressions.
Method
3DCNN [95]
F-Bases [94]
ITBN [93]
HOG 3D [43]
3DCNN-DAP [95]
DTAGN [97]
IACNN [65]
F-Bases [94]
STM-ExpLet [91]
Inception [54]
softmax loss
center loss
IL-CNN
VGG softmax loss
VGG center loss
IL-VGG

Acc.
53.2
57.56
59.7
60.89
63.4
70.24
71.55
73.66
75.12
77.6
66.35
69.23
70.67
72.60
73.40
74.68

Classes
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Feature
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static

Strategy
20 folds
LOSO
20 folds
10 folds
20 folds
10 folds
10 folds
LOSO
10 folds
5 folds
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds
10 folds

Table 2.3: Performance comparison on the BU-3DFE datasetin terms of the average recognition accuracy of 6 expressions.
Method
Lopes et al. [100]
Lai et al. [101]
IA-gen [66]
DPND [102]
Zhang et al. [103]
DeRL [67]
VGG softmax loss
VGG center loss
IL-VGG

Accuracy
72.89
74.25
76.83
78.4
80.95
84.17
81.67
82.5
83.33

Classes
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Feature
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static

bels are preferred. We are aware that the Inception model [54] has the best performance on
the MMI dataset owing to a much more complex and deeper network structure. DeRL [67]
achieved best performance on BU-3DFE dataset, however it is not end-to-end system and
also require higher computational cost. The proposed island loss can be adopted by these
advanced network structures by replacing the softmax loss.
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R ESULTS ANALYSIS ON THE TWO SPONTANEOUS FACIAL EXPRESSION DATASETS

Table 2.4: Performance comparison on the RAF-DB dataset. Some papers [1, 2, 3, 4]
reported performance as an average of diagonal values of confusion matrices. We converted
them to accuracy for a fair comparison.
Method
Kuo et al. [2]
FSN [4]
MRE-CNN [1]
baseDCNN [3]
DLP-CNN [3]
Center Loss [3]
PG-CNN [61]
VGG softmax loss
VGG center loss
IL-VGG
VGG softmax loss
VGG center loss
IL-VGG

Accuracy
72.21
81.10
82.63
82.66
82.84
82.86
83.27
81.39
82.50
83.64
80.91 ± 0.29
81.58 ± 0.47
83.12 ± 0.28

As illustrated in Table 2.4, the proposed IL-CNN outperforms the baseline CNNs and
it achieved best performance compared with state-of-the-art methods. As illustrated in
Table 2.5, the proposed IL-CNN outperforms the baseline CNNs for both validation set
and the testing set. Furthermore, the IL-CNN, which uses a single CNN with a shallow
architecture, is ranked at the third place for the testing set among all the methods compared.
Note that, Kim et al. [14] and Yu et al. [15], who are ranked the 1st and 2nd , utilized an
ensemble of CNNs. In addition, Yu et al. [15] also employed a combination of different
network structures. Thus, an ensemble of IL-CNNs has been constructed and achieves
comparable performance as the best methods [14, 15] on the SFEW dataset. However,
Kim et al. [14] achieved 60.5% and 61.6% using 108 deep CNNs and 240 deep CNNs,
respectively, which contains much more CNN models than IL-CNN. Although the IL-VGG
also outperforms the corresponding baseline CNNs on both validation set and the testing
set, it has many more parameters than the shallow network employed by IL-CNN and thus,
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Table 2.5: Performance comparison on the SFEW dataset in terms of the average recognition accuracy of 7 expressions.
Method
Yu et al. [15]
Kim et al. [14]
Inception [104]
DLP-CNN [3]
gCNN [62]
FN2EN [64]
APM [105]
baseline of SFEW [87]
Kaya et al. [40]
STTLDA [106]
Sun et al. [73]
Center Loss [24]
IACNN [65]
Yao et al. [72]
Ng et al. [16]
Island Loss [22]
Kim et al. [14]
softmax loss
center loss
IL-CNN
ensemble IL-CNN
VGG softmax loss
VGG center loss
IL-VGG

Model
Ensemble
Ensemble
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Ensemble
Single
Single
Single

Val
55.96
53.9
47.7
51.05
52.59
55.15
57.57
35.93
53.06
–
51.02
48.85
50.98
43.58
48.5
51.83
–
47.94
48.85
51.83
52.52
46.10
48.39
51.15

Test
61.29
61.6
–
–
–
–
–
39.13
49.46
50
51.08
53.76
54.30
55.38
55.6
56.99
57.3
52.15
53.76
56.99
59.41
50.81
52.15
55.11

did not perform well with insufficient training data with large variations, e.g., the SFEW
only containing 1,766 images.
2.3.4

V ISUALIZATION S TUDY

A visualization study is performed to demonstrate that the island loss is effective in reducing intra-class variations while increasing the inter-class differences. Specifically, the features learned by the two baseline CNNs and the IL-CNN are visualized using t-SNE [107],
which is widely employed to visualize high dimensional data. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3 and
2.4, the learned features are clustered according to different expressions, where the train-
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Angry
Contempt
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
Surprise

(a) Softmax Loss

(b) Center Loss

(c) Island Loss

Figure 2.3: A visualization study of the deep features learned by CNNs using (a) softmax
loss, (b) softmax + center loss, and (c) softmax + island loss on the CK+ dataset. There are a
total of 981 samples including 263 × 3 training data from 8 subsets, 32 × 3 validation data,
and 32 × 3 testing data. The dots, stars, and diamonds represent training, validation, and
testing data, respectively. Note that the features learned by the IL-CNN are well separated
according to expressions. Best viewed in color.
Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
Surprise

(a) Softmax Loss

(b) Center Loss

(c) Island Loss

Figure 2.4: A visualization study of the deep features learned by CNNs using (a) softmax
loss, (b) softmax + center loss, and (c) softmax + island loss on the BU-3DFE dataset.
There are a total of 1,200 samples including 960 training data from 8 subsets, 120 validation
data, and 120 testing data. The dots, stars, and diamonds represent training, validation, and
testing data, respectively. Note that the features learned by the IL-CNN are well separated
according to expressions. Best viewed in color.
ing, validation, and testing samples are denoted by dots, stars and diamonds, respectively.
By employing the center loss, samples of the same expression are closer to each other
in Fig. 2.3b compared with those learned with only the softmax loss (Fig. 2.3a). As the
inter-class similarity is not handled in the center loss, overlap can still be observed between
clusters as shown in Fig. 2.3b. In contrast, the proposed island loss deals with the intra-class
variations and the inter-class similarities simultaneously. Thus, as depicted in Fig. 2.3c,
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Table 2.6: Average center-to-center distance on four datasets. The larger value means the
further distance.
Dataset
Softmax loss
Center loss
Island loss

CK+
0.3418
0.3665
0.4396

MMI
0.2934
0.3165
0.5250

BU-3DFE
0.2145
0.2598
0.3838

SFEW Val
0.3012
0.3274
0.3778

RAF-DB
0.3201
0.3612
0.4056

Table 2.7: Average sample-to-center distance on four datasets. The smaller value means
the closer distance.
Dataset
Softmax loss
Center loss
Island loss

CK+
0.0301
0.0233
0.0194

MMI
0.0804
0.0634
0.0618

BU-3DFE
0.0542
0.0512
0.0498

SFEW Val
0.0797
0.0694
0.0689

RAF-DB
0.0612
0.0558
0.0423

the features learned using the island loss form more compact clusters, which are better
separated in the feature space, compared with those learned using the softmax loss and the
center loss. Similar results can find in Fig. 2.4 as well.
2.3.5

A S TUDY OF THE D ISTANCES

To further demonstrate the discriminative power of the proposed island loss, the cosine distances between centers are analyzed for the five datasets. For the model using the softmax
loss, the cosine distance between the means of each pair of expressions is calculated; while
for the model using the center loss or the proposed island loss, the distance between each
pair of the learned centers is computed. The final cosine distance is obtained by averaging
the distances between all pairs. As shown in Table 2.6, the island loss consistently achieves
the largest center-to-center distance indicating the enlarged inter-class differences on the
four datasets.
Furthermore, the cosine distance between each sample and its corresponding center is
calculated. The final sample-to-center distance is obtained by averaging the distances of all
samples. As shown in Table 2.7, the proposed island loss consistently produces the smallest
sample-to-center distance on the four datasets, which demonstrate the effectiveness of the
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proposed island loss in reducing the intra-class variation.
2.3.6

A S TUDY OF THE PARAMETERS

Table 2.8: A study of parameters λ and λ1 on the CK+ dataset.

λ = 0.001
λ = 0.003
λ = 0.008
λ = 0.01
λ = 0.1
λ=1

λ1 = 0
91.44
91.85
92.35
92.25
91.54
86.14

λ1 = 1
91.64
92.05
92.86
92.76
91.44
85.42

λ1 = 5
91.54
92.46
93.17
93.17
91.74
88.37

λ1 = 10
91.85
92.86
93.56
94.39
91.95
86.44

λ1 = 20
92.15
92.66
93.86
93.78
92.56
87.05

λ1 = 50
91.95
92.46
92.76
93.78
91.85
87.97

λ1 = 100
91.85
91.95
92.46
93.07
92.25
88.27

Experiments have been conducted to analyze the influence of parameters λ and λ1 in
Eq. 2.2 and Eq. 4.6 on recognition performance. Note that, when λ1 = 0, the island
loss degrades to the center loss. As illustrated in Table 2.8, the island loss with different
settings of λ1 consistently outperforms the center loss, i.e. the results in the first column
(λ1 = 0), for a wide range of λ. Furthermore, the recognition performance is not sensitive
to the choice of λ1 . In our experiments, λ = 0.01 and λ1 = 10 are employed empirically.
Moreover, the performance with a larger λ, e.g. λ = 1, is worse because the softmax loss
should be used as the dominant supervision signal at the beginning of the training process.
However, a larger λ results in inseparable features and slow convergence of training.

2.4

S UMMARY

In this work, a novel island loss is proposed for CNNs to enhance the discriminative power
of learned deep features. Specifically, the proposed island loss pulls the samples towards
their corresponding class centers to achieve intra-class compactness and at the same time,
pushes the centers away from each other to make the clusters as isolated “islands”. Experimental results on three posed facial expression datasets and, more importantly, two spontaneous facial expression datasets have demonstrated that the proposed IL-CNN outperforms
the baseline CNNs with the traditional softmax loss or the center loss and achieves better
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or at least comparable performance compared with the state-of-the-art methods for facial
expression recognition. As shown in the experiments, the proposed island loss increases
the inter-class differences consistently on the four datasets as indicated by the increased
cosine distance between the class centers. Meanwhile, the intra-class variations are further
reduced as compared to the one using the center loss.
Note that the proposed island loss is a general loss function for CNNs and is ready to
be adopted by other advanced network structures for various computer vision and machine
learning problems. The island loss was employed in the third work (IF-GAN) to further
boost the facial expression recognition performance.
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Figure 3.1: Deep CNN structures for facial expression recognition: (a) a traditional CNN
trained from all data, (b) attribute-specific CNNs trained from subsets of the dataset, and
(c) the proposed PAT-CNN, where each node contains an FC layer connected to FC layer
in its parent node, if any. Dots represent cluster centers, each of which corresponds to a
state of the specific attribute. The green dots denote the cluster centers corresponding to
the ground truth attribute states of the current sample, e.g., “Female” for gender in the root
node. Intensity of red nodes represents the probability of the current sample belonging to
the node. Best viewed in color.

Most recently, deep CNNs have attracted increased attention for facial expression recognition. Despite the CNN structures employed, most of these approaches are trained to
learn expression-related facial features from all subjects as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 (a), while
identity-related attributes, e.g., age, race, and gender, are not explicitly considered.
However, it is widely believed that facial appearance and 3D geometry are determined
by person-specific attributes and affected by facial expressions temporarily. For instance,
it is hard to differentiate the transient wrinkles caused by facial expressions from the permanent ones of elder adults. In addition, the presence of facial hair such as beards may
introduce various occlusions for male versus female subjects.
Furthermore, studies in psychology have shown that emotional expressions demonstrate considerable differences across age [108], race [11], and gender [11, 12, 13] in
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terms of expression intensity. For examples, elders express lower intensity-expressions
than young people [108]; Asian people show consistently lower intensity-expressions than
the other ethnic groups [109]; and women were found to express more anger [12] and
sadness [13] than men do.
Due to high inter-subject variations caused by attributes, it remains challenging to learn
expression-related features with CNNs, especially from static images. This motivates us
to alleviate identity-related variations by explicitly modeling person-specific attributes in
CNNs. In this work, only age, race, and gender are considered based on the following
observations. First, psychological studies [108, 11, 13] have been shown that age, race,
and gender are highly related to emotion expression and perception as discussed earlier.
Second, age, race, and gender are general demographic identity-related attributes, which
are much more balanced compared with other attributes, e.g., hair styles, glasses, and beard
types. Furthermore, utilizing more attributes will introduce more trainable parameters into
the PAT-CNN which will make the model prone to overfitting and hard to train.
An intuitive solution is to train multiple attribute-specific CNNs from subsets of the
dataset. As shown in Fig. 3.1 (b), a set of CNNs can be trained from different combinations
of attributes, respectively. However, unlike large-scale datasets for object detection or categorization, expression-labeled datasets are much smaller and most of them lack attribute
annotations. Moreover, classifying attributes in the real-world is still a challenging problem. Therefore, recognition performance of attribute-specific CNNs is likely to degrade
due to misclassified attributes and insufficient training data in the subsets as demonstrated
in our experiments.
In this work, we propose a novel PAT-CNN, where features are learned through a hierarchical tree structure organized according to the attributes. As shown in Fig. 3.1 (c), a
novel PAT module is embedded right after the last pooling layer and starts from the first
fully-connected (FC) layer. The PAT module has a hierarchical tree structure, where each
node contains an FC layer connected to the FC layer in its parent node, if any. Instead of
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learning from individual subsets divided by attributes, each data sample is probabilistically
assigned to ALL tree branches and utilized to train all expression classifiers with different
weights.
Given a set of training samples, clustering is conducted at each node except the leaf
nodes according to a type of attributes by using features from the current FC layer in that
node. Hence, the number of child nodes is determined by the number of clusters, i.e.,
the number of states of the attribute. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (c), clustering is
performed in terms of “Gender” at the root node and results in two clusters corresponding
to two child nodes for male and female, respectively. Since the goal is NOT attribute
recognition, each data sample is probabilistically assigned to ALL nodes. As depicted in
Fig. 3.1 (c), a sample image containing a female Caucasian subject will be assigned to
“Female” node at the second level and “Female Caucasian” node at the third level with
high probability; and will be assigned to other nodes with low probability. Expressionrelated features, i.e., the output of the PAT module, are extracted from the FC layers at
the leaf nodes, from which a set of expression classifiers are trained. The final decision of
expression classification is achieved by a weighted sum of all expression classifiers.
Furthermore, a semi-supervised learning strategy is developed to learn the PAT-CNN
from limited attribute-annotated data. In addition to the loss for expression classification,
a novel PAT loss function is developed to iteratively update cluster centers, shown as blue
and green dots in Fig. 3.1 (c), during training, which ensures clustering results are semantically meaningful. Specifically, the data samples with attribute labels are used to minimize
the PAT loss; whereas all samples with expression labels are employed to minimize the
expression loss. Note that the attribute labels are only available in training, but not in
testing. With this semi-supervised learning strategy, experiments have shown that the proposed PAT-CNN improves expression recognition on the datasets without attribute labels
by effectively employing additional attribute-labeled data during training.
In summary, our major contributions are:
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- Developing a PAT-CNN to alleviate variations introduced by identity-related attributes
for facial expression recognition.
- Developing a novel PAT module with an associated PAT loss to learn expressionrelated features in a hierarchical manner, where the output features of the PAT module are less affected by the attributes.
- Developing a semi-supervised learning strategy to train the PAT-CNN from limited
attribute-annotated data, making the best use of available facial expression datasets.
Extensive experiments on three posed facial expression datasets and four well-known
spontaneous facial expression datasets show that the proposed PAT-CNN yields considerable improvement over the baseline CNNs learned from all training data (Fig. 3.1 a) as well
as the attribute-specific CNNs learned from subsets of the dataset (Fig. 3.1 b); and achieves
the best performance compared with state-of-the-art methods for facial expression recognition. We also showed that the proposed soft-clustering with probability outperforms the
one based on hard-clustering using the same network structure. More impressively, the
PAT-CNN using a single model achieves the best performance on the SFEW dataset, compared with state-of-the-art methods using an ensemble of hundreds of CNNs.

3.2

M ETHODOLOGY

In this work, we proposed a PAT-CNN, which is capable of grouping training data according to personal attributes in a probabilistic hierarchical tree and making expression
decision by utilizing all base classifiers. In this section, we will first introduce the proposed PAT module, then present the PAT loss and the corresponding forward and backward
propagation processes. Finally, we will show the overall loss function of the PAT-CNN.
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of the PAT-CNN. Each node contains an FC layer, which connects to another FC layer located at its parent node, if any. At each node except the leaf
nodes, features are extracted at the associated FC layer and clustered according to a specified attributes, e.g., age , gender, and race, with centers marked by dots. The green dots
denote the cluster centers corresponding to the ground truth attribute states of the current
sample. Intensity of red nodes represents the probability of the current sample belonging
to the node. Best viewed in color.
3.2.1

T HE OVERVIEW OF THE PAT M ODULE

The architecture of the proposed PAT-CNN is illustrated in Fig. 3.2, where a general l-Level
PAT module is embedded between the global average pooling layer and the decision layer
of the CNN. Level-1 of the PAT contains the root node, which has one FC layer connected
to the global average pooling layer. Starting from Level-2, each level consists of a number
of nodes, each of which contains an FC layer connected to the FC layer located at its parent
node in the previous level.
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Excepting the leaf nodes, clustering is performed at each PAT node according to a type
of attribute, e.g., age, race, and gender; and nodes in the same level consider the same
type of attribute. As shown in Fig. 3.2, features extracted from the associated FC layer
are clustered into a number of clusters with the centers denoted as blue or green dots. The
number of clusters is determined by the number of states of the specific attribute, e.g., 2 for
gender. Furthermore, these clusters also correspond to its child nodes in the next level. As
shown in Fig. 3.1 (c), a “Female” cluster in the root node corresponds to one of its child
nodes, i.e., the “Female” node.
During training, the samples with the attribute labels will be used to update the cluster
centers and learn the parameters of the FC layers of the PAT module by minimizing the
proposed PAT loss. As shown in Fig. 3.2, each sample contributes to all nodes differently
according to its probabilities of belonging to the nodes illustrated by the color intensities
of the nodes. Specifically, a sample contributes more to those nodes containing the green
dots, which denote the cluster centers corresponding to its ground truth attribute states, but
also to other nodes with lower probabilities. As shown in Fig. 3.1 (c), a sample of a female
Caucasian will contribute more to learn the parameters associated with the “Female” node
in the second level and “Female Caucasian” node in the third level, but less to the other
nodes.
3.2.2

T HE PAT L OSS : F ORWARD P ROPAGATION

The PAT loss denoted as LPAT measures how far away the data samples are from their
corresponding cluster centers and is calculated from samples with attribute labels. It is
defined as the summation of the attribute losses of all levels except the leaf one:

LPAT =

l−1
X

LAj

(3.1)

j=1

where l is the number of PAT levels. LAj is the attribute loss of the j th level, which is
defined as:
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LAj =

Kj
X

LAjk

(3.2)

k=1

where Kj is the number of tree nodes in the j th level; and LAjk is the attribute loss of the
k th node in the j th level. From now on, the subscript j and k denote the variable in the j th
level and the k th node, respectively.
Let Cjk denote a set of cluster centers and xijk denotes the feature vector of the ith
sample extracted from the FC layer in the k th node in the j th level. Given Naj data samples
with the attribute labels, LAjk is calculated as:

LAjk =


Naj

X







i=1







X

p (cjkm |xijk ) (1 + D (xijk , cjkm ))

cjkm ∈Cjk
cjkm 6=cya

a ∈ Cjk
cyij

ij

Naj

X


a |xijk )(1 − D(xijk , cy a )),
p(cyij
+


ij


i=1



Naj

P
P



p (cjkm |xijk ) (1 + D (xijk , cjkm )) , otherwise


(3.3)

i=1 cjkm ∈Cjk

where yija denotes the ground truth attribute label of the ith sample in the j th level, e.g.,
gender =“Female” in Fig. 3.1 (c). cjkm ∈ Cjk denotes the mth cluster center in the k th
node, i.e., a dot in the k th node; and cyija ∈ Rd denotes the cluster center corresponding to
the ground truth attribute label, i.e., the only green dot in the j th level, in Fig. 3.1 (c) and
Fig. 3.2. D(a, b) is defined as a cosine similarity between two vectors in this work, i.e.,

D(a, b) =

a·b
kak2 kbk2

(3.4)

where (·) represents the dot product; kak2 and kbk2 denote L2 norm of a and b, respectively.
cjkm has three conditions: (1) cjkm = cyija (the mth cluster is denoted by a green dot),
(2) cyija ∈ Cjk and cjkm 6= cyija (the k th node contains the green dot, but the mth cluster is
denoted by a blue dot); and (3) cyija ∈
/ Cjk (the k th node contains all blue dots).
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Thus, each attribute loss LAjk is calculated by Eq. 3.3 in two cases. Using Fig. 3.1 (c) as
an example, both “Female” and “Male” nodes contain three clusters according to “Race”.
In the first case, LAjk of the “Female” node is calculated such that the current sample,
i.e., a female Caucasian, will be pushed to the center “Caucasian” by minimizing the loss
term (1−D(xijk , cyija )) and pulled away from the other centers by minimizing the loss term
(1 + D (xijk , cjkm )). In the second case, LAjk of the “Male” node is calculated such that the
sample will be pulled away from all the centers by minimizing the loss (1 + D (xijk , cjkm )).
p (cjkm |xijk ) is the probability of xijk belonging to the mth cluster and also the probability of the ith sample being assigned to the mth child node in the j+1th level. p (cjkm |xijk )
is defined as:

p (cjkm |xijk ) =








exp(D(cjkm ,xijk ))
P

exp(D(cjkn ,xijk ))

,

j=1

cjkn ∈Cjk



qijk ∗




exp(D(cjkm ,xijk ))
P

exp(D(cjkn ,xijk

(3.5)
, otherwise
))

cjkn ∈Cjk

where qijk is the probability of the ith sample belonging to the k th node in the j th level and
is calculated at its parent node as described above.
For example, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (c), the probabilities of the female Caucasian image
to be assigned to “female” node and “male” node in the second level (e.g., 0.8 and 0.2,
respectively) are calculated by the first condition of Eq. 3.5. The probabilities of the female
Caucasian image to be assigned to the three race nodes as the child nodes of the “female”
node in the third level (e.g., 0.1, 0.3, and 0.6) are calculated using the second condition of
Eq. 3.5 and further multiplied by the qijk , i.e., 0.8 (the probability of current image belongs
to female node). The term qijk constrains the summation of all probabilities in each level
equals one. At the leaf level, all expression classifiers are considered and weighted by the
probability qilk at the leaf nodes.
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3.2.3

T HE PAT L OSS : BACKWARD P ROPAGATION

The partial derivative of the PAT loss LPAT with respect to the input sample can be calculated at each node as:
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where

∂p(cjkm |xijk )
∂xijk

∂D(xijk , cjkm )
+
∂xijk

a |xijk
p cyij
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a |xijk
∂p cyij
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(3.6)


a ),
D(xijk , cyij

∂D(xijk , cjkm )
+
∂xijk

∂p (cjkm |xijk )
D(xijk , cjkm ),
∂xijk

otherwise

is defined as:


 p (cjkm |xijk ) (1 − p (cjkm |xijk )) ∂D(xijk ,cjkm ) ,
j=1
∂p (cjkm |xijk )
∂xijk
=
∂D(x
,c
)
ijk jkm
∂xijk
qijk ∗ p (cjkm |xijk ) (1 − p (cjkm |xijk ))
, otherwise
∂xijk

and

∂D(xijk ,cjkm )
∂xijk

(3.7)

is defined as:

∂D(xijk , cjkm )
cjkm
−
=
∂xijk
kcjkm k2 kxijk k2



cjkm · xijk
kcjkm k2 kxijk k32


xijk

(3.8)

Then, similar to center loss [3] and island loss [22], the mth cluster center can be
updated iteratively in each mini-batch:
t
t
ct+1
jkm = cjkm − α∆cjkm

where α is the network learning rate and ∆cjkm is defined as:
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(3.9)

Naj

∆cjkm =

X

a
−δ(yij
, m)p (cjkm |xijk )

i=1
Naj

X

a
δ(yij
, m)D(xijk , cjkm )

i=1
Naj

∂D(xijk , cjkm )
−
∂cjkm

∂p (cjkm |xijk )
+
∂cjkm

(3.10)

∂D(xijk , cjkm )
a
σ(yij
, m)p (cjkm |xijk )
+
∂cjkm
i=1

X
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X

a
σ(yij
, m)D(xijk , cjkm )

i=1

∂p (cjkm |xijk )
∂cjkm


 p (cjkm |xijk ) (1 − p (cjkm |xijk )) ∂D(xijk ,cjkm ) ,
j=1
∂p (cjkm |xijk )
∂cjkm
=
∂cjkm
qijk ∗ p (cjkm |xijk ) (1 − p (cjkm |xijk )) ∂D(xijk ,cjkm ) , otherwise
∂cjkm

∂D(xijk , cjkm )
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−
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 1, y a = m
ij
a
δ(yij
, m) =
 0, otherwise

3.2.4



xijk · cjkm
kxijk k2 kcjkm k32

(3.11)


cjkm


 0, y a = m
ij
a
σ(yij
, m) =
 1, otherwise

(3.12)

(3.13)

A M ARGINAL S OFTMAX L OSS

As shown in Fig. 3.2, the outputs of the PAT module, i.e., features extracted from the FC
layers at the leaf nodes in the lth level, are used to train a set of expression classifiers,
respectively. The final expression decision is achieved by a weighted sum of all expression classifiers. Given Ne data samples with expression labels, the marginal softmax loss
function is defined as follows:
LM S = −

Ne
X
i=1

log

Kl
X

p(yie |xilk )qilk

(3.14)

k=1

where xilk is the feature vector of the ith sample extracted from the k th node in the j ( th)
level, i.e., the leaf level, of PAT; Kl is the number of leaf nodes at the lth level and is also
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the number of expression classifiers. p(yie |xilk ) is the prediction score of the ith sample
displaying the expression of yie . qilk is the probability of the ith sample belonging to the k th
node at the lth level and propagated from its parent node, as described previously (Eq. 3.5).
Therefore, given Na data samples with attribute labels and Ne data samples with expression labels, the overall loss function of the PAT-CNN training is given below:
L = LM S + λLPAT

(3.15)

where λ is a hyperparameter 1 to balance the two losses.
Note that Na and Ne are not necessarily the same and LPAT can be calculated from a
small subset of attribute-labeled data. This enables a semi-supervised learning of the PATCNN and makes it feasible to improve expression recognition for those existing datasets
without attribute labels with the help of additional attribute-labeled data.
The forward and backward training process in the PAT-CNN is summarized in Algorithm 2.

3.3

E XPERIMENTS

To evaluate the proposed PAT-CNN, experiments have been conducted on four spontaneous benchmark datasets including the Real-world Affective Faces (RAF-DB) dataset [3],
the Static Facial Expression in the Wild (SFEW) dataset [87], the Expression in the Wild
(ExpW) dataset [63], and Facial Expression Recognition 2013 (FER-2013) dataset [71];
and three posed datasets including the CK+ dataset [84, 85], the MMI dataset [86], and the
BU-3DFE dataset [83].
3.3.1

P REPROCESSING

In order to reduce the variations in face scale and in-plane rotation, face alignment is employed on each image based on the facial landmarks extracted by Discriminative Response
1

In our experiments, we set λ = 0.5 empirically.
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Algorithm 2 Forward-backward learning algorithm of PAT-CNN
Input: Training data {xi }.
1: Given: number of iterations T , learning rate α, and hyperparameter λ.
2: Initialize: t = 1, network layer parameters W, marginal softmax loss parameters θ,
and PAT loss parameters, i.e., the initial cluster centers.
3: for t = 1 to T do
4:
Calculate the joint loss as in Eq. 3.15:
5:
L = LM S + λLPAT
6:
Update the marginal softmax loss parameters:
∂Lt
7:
θt+1 = θt − α ∂θMt S
8:
Update the PAT loss parameters (i.e. cluster centers) as in Eq. 3.9:
9:
ct+1
= ctk − α∆ctk
k
10:
Update the backpropagation error:
∂Lt
∂LtM S
∂Lt
PAT
11:
=
+
λ
t
t
∂xi
∂xi
∂xti
12:
Update the network layer parameters:
t
∂Lt
∂Lt ∂xi
t
13:
W t+1 = W t − µ ∂W
t = W − µ ∂xt ∂W t
i
14: end for
Output: Network layer parameters W, marginal softmax loss parameters θ, and PAT loss
parameters, i.e., the cluster centers at the level 1 to l − 1.
Map Fitting (DRMF) [88]. Specifically, given the 66 extracted facial landmarks, face regions are aligned based on three key points: centers of two eyes and nose. The aligned
facial images are then resized to 256 × 256. In addition, histogram equalization is utilized
to improve the contrast in facial images. During the training step, 224 × 224 patches are
randomly cropped from the 256 × 256 images, and then rotated by a random degree between -5◦ and 5◦ for data augmentation purpose. Finally, the rotated images are randomly
horizontally flipped as the input of all CNNs in comparison. Only the center patch of the
face is used for inference step.
3.3.2

CNN I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

In this work, a VGG-16 and a ResNet-34 pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [110] are
employed as our backbone CNN networks.
Training baseline models: For experiments on the SFEW, ExpW, FER-2013 datasets, two
baseline CNNs, i.e., VGG-16 and ResNet-34, are fine-tuned by using its own training
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Figure 3.3: Variants of PAT-CNNs evaluated in the experiments. Best viewed in color.
set and the RAF-DB training set. We employ 50% images from the RAF-DB in every
mini-batch. This is because only RAF-DB dataset provides identity-related attribute labels. Therefor, we employ RAF-DB dataset in both baseline CNNs and PAT-CNNs for fair
comparison. For experiments on the RAF-DB dataset, they are fine-tuned by only using
the RAF-DB training set.
Training the PAT-CNN models: The proposed PAT-CNN models use the same training
strategy as the two baseline models, i.e., always including RAF-DB in training, for evaluation on each dataset. Note, only images from the RAF-DB dataset are used to calculate
the PAT loss and all training samples are employed to calculate the expression loss as in
Eq. 3.15. In this work, only age, race, and gender are chosen to construct the PAT module.
As shown in Fig. 3.3, we construct several variants of PAT modules by varying the number of levels and/or the orders of attributes using the VGG-16 and ResNet-34 backbone.
Then, an l-Level PAT module is denoted by a tuple (attribute_1, attribute_2, attribute_3,
...). Thereafter, variants of the proposed PAT-CNNs are denoted as PAT-VGG-(attribute_1,
attribute_2, attribute_3, ...) or PAT-ResNet-(attribute_1, attribute_2, attribute_3, ...).
For the experiments on the RAF-DB dataset and the ExpW dataset, we use their training
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sets for training and their testing sets for evaluation. For the experiments on the SFEW
dataset and FER-2013 dataset, we use its training set for training, validation set for model
selection, and testing set for evaluation.
In this work, the experiments are implemented using PyTorch toolbox [111]. Adam
optimizer [112] with a mini-batch size of 40, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.99, and a weight decay
parameter of 1e-4, is used for training the baseline CNNs and PAT-CNNs. The total number
of epochs E is 16. The learning rate α starts from 1e-3 and is reduced by a factor of 0.1
every E/4 iterations. For the baseline VGG-16, we implement global average pooling
layer after the last max pooling and followed by a decision layer with softmax loss. LReLU
layers with a slope of 0.2 and dropout layers with rate 0.5 are employed for PAT-VGGs and
PAT-ResNets. λ of 0.5 is used to balance the marginal softmax loss and the PAT loss. The
cluster centers are updated iteratively in each mini-batch with the same learning rate as
the whole network parameters. The parameter size of VGG-16 is 170 MB and that of the
PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age) is 194 MB. The parameter size of ResNet-34 is 85 MB and
that of the PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age) is 109 MB. The FC layers of all PAT-CNNs are
initialized from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.02, and all
cluster centers are initialized by Xavier initialization [113].
3.3.3

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

R ESULT ANALYSIS FOR THE RAF-DB DATASET

Comparing variants of PAT-CNNs: The experimental results on the RAF-DB are summarized in Table 3.1. All the variants of PAT-CNNs outperform the two baseline CNNs,
i.e., VGG (baseline) and ResNet (baseline) as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 (a), which do not
consider attribute information. Furthermore, the improvement is more obvious as more
attribute information is exploited, i.e., 4-level PAT-CNNs vs 3-level PAT-CNNs vs 2-level
PAT-CNNs. Among the 2-level PAT-CNNs, PAT-CNN-(gender) achieves the best performance because the samples are more balanced in gender and the clustering performs better
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with gender. In contrast, the age samples and the race are highly imbalanced, e.g., age2
(20-39) and Caucasian contains more than 50% of the images. PAT-CNN-(gender, race,
age) achieves the best results among all variants of PAT-CNNs in comparison. This is because the attribute in the higher level should have better clustering performance and its
sample distribution should be more uniform than those in the bottom level. Furthermore,
both PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age) and PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age) outperform the
state-of-the-art methods evaluated on the RAF-DB dataset. Therefore, we only report PATCNN-(gender, race, age) in the following experiments on other three spontaneous datasets.
In addition, we only report PAT-CNN-(gender, race) in the following experiments on the
three posed datasets. This is because the posed datasets contains less variation in age, i.e.,
most of the subjects belong to age2 group.
The confusion matrices of the two baseline CNNs and the proposed PAT-CNNs-(gender,
race, age) are reported in Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, respectively, where entries along
the diagonal represent the recognition accuracy for each expression. We can find the experimental results for recognizing all seven expressions of the proposed PAT-CNNs are
consistently improved as compared to the two baseline CNNs. Moreover, the improvement for recognizing the difficult expressions with insufficient training data, i.e., disgust,
fear, and sad, is more impressive, which demonstrates the PAT-CNN could reduce high
inter-subject variations by modeling identity-related attributes.
Comparing PAT-CNNs with attribute-specific CNNs and hard-clustering-based attribute CNNs: In Table 3.1, we also report the results of six attribute-specific CNNs, i.e.,
VGG(age), VGG(race), VGG(gender), ResNet(age), ResNet(race), and ResNet(gender),
which are trained from subsets of dataset as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 (b). For the evaluation
of attribute-specific CNNs, we utilize the ground truth attribute label of each test image
and evaluate the test image on the attribute-specific trained CNN. Therefore, the attributespecific CNN models have perfect attribute clustering compared with the PAT-CNN. As
expected, the performances of the attribute-specific CNNs are consistently worse than the
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two baseline CNNs and the PAT-CNNs due to insufficient training data in each subsets.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the soft-clustering with probability outperforms
hard-clustering, i.e., AT-VGG-(gender, race, age) and AT-ResNet-(gender, race, age), using the same network structure. For hard-clustering, LM S is propagated backward only
through the ground truth attribute tree branch during training; and the final expression decision is achieved by the expression classifier with the highest probability during testing.
The optimization of LP AT is same as soft-clustering.
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Figure 3.4: Performance analysis by varying the percentage of attribute-labeled images in
the RAF-DB dataset.
Evaluation on semi-supervised learning: Moreover, we evaluate the semi-supervised
learning strategy for PAT-CNN training, which is critical for real-world applications, where
attribute information may be missing or incomplete. Specifically, we vary the percentage
of attribute-labeled images from 100% to 10% by randomly removing attribute labels for
RAF-DB images. As shown in Fig. 3.4, the performance of PAT-ResNet-(gender, race,
age) beats that of the ResNet-34 (baseline) when more than 20% of RAF-DB images have
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attribute labels.
R ESULT ANALYSIS FOR REST THREE SPONTANEOUS DATASETS

The proposed PAT-CNN is also evaluated on the SFEW dataset, which contains unconstrained and thus, more natural facial expressions and has been used as a benchmark to
evaluate facial expression recognition systems in the wild. As shown in Table 3.6, the proposed PAT-CNNs beat the two baseline CNNs for both validation set and testing set by a
large margin. Note that the top three methods[14, 15, 22] reported on the SFEW testing
set utilized an ensemble of CNNs. achieved . More impressively, the proposed PAT-CNNs
with both backbone structures using a single model achieve the best performance on the
testing set among all the methods compared with. In addition, most of the state-of-the-art
methods [22, 15, 64, 14, 16, 72, 65, 73] utilized FER-2013 dataset as their extra training
data, which contains about 35,000 face images.
We further evaluate the proposed PAT-CNNs on the ExpW dataset and FER-2013
dataset, where the variations in face images are more diverse than many existing datasets, as
described in [63]. As shown in Table 3.7 and 3.8, the proposed PAT-CNNs beat the baseline
CNNs by a large margin and achieve the best performance compared with hand-crafted features and start-of-the-art deep learning methods, which demonstrates the PAT-CNNs could
effectively handle large attribute variations for facial expression recognition in the wild.
R ESULT ANALYSIS FOR REST THREE POSED DATASETS

As shown in Table 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11, the proposed PAT-CNNs outperforms the baseline
CNNs for both backbone structures and also achieve comparable results as the state-ofthe-art methods evaluated on the three posed datasets. Note that most of the state-of-the-art
methods utilized dynamic features extracted from image sequences, while the proposed
PAT-CNN is trained on static images, which is more favorable for online applications or
snapshots. Yang et al. [120] achieved the highest performance on the BU-3DFE dataset by
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employing geometric features of the 3D shape model. Although the cGAN-based methods (DeRL [67] and IA-gen [66]) achieved high performance on the BU-3DFE and CK+
datasets, they are not end-to-end systems and also require higher computational cost. We
are aware that PPDN [96] also has the best performance on the CK+ dataset owing to utilizing neutral images as reference. Island Loss [22] achieved the best performance on the
MMI dataset by utilizing an average fusion of the three images from the same sequence.
C ROSS - DATASET VALIDATION

To further demonstrate that the proposed PAT-CNN is less affected by identity-related attributes, a cross-dataset experiment is conducted. Specifically, two baseline CNNs and two
PAT-CNNs-(gender, race, age) trained on RAF-DB dataset in the previous experiments are
directly evaluated on SFEW, ExpW, and FER-2013 datasets, respectively. As shown in
the Table 3.12, the proposed PAT-CNNs beat the baseline CNNs by a large margin which
demonstrates the PAT-CNNs could efficiently overcome the influence of identity-related
attributes.
3.3.4

V ISUALIZATION S TUDY OF ATTRIBUTES
Age1

male

Age2

female

Age3

Caucasian
African-American
Asian

(a)PAT-ResNet-(gender)

(b)PAT-ResNet-(race)

(c)PAT-ResNet-(age)

Figure 3.5: A visualization study of the deep features learned by (a) PAT-ResNet-(gender),
(b) PAT-ResNet-(race), and (c) PAT-ResNet-(age) on RAF-DB testing dataset. There are a
total of 3068 smaples. Note that the features learned by the PAT-ResNet are well separated
according to identity-related attributes. Best viewed in color.

A visualization study is performed to demonstrate that the PAT loss is efficient in
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clustering identity-related attributes. Specifically, the first fully-connected layer features
learned by the PAT-ResNet-(gender), PAT-ResNet-(race), and PAT-ResNet-(race) are visualized using t-SNE[107], which is widely employed to visualize high dimensional data. As
illustrated in Fig. 3.5, the learned features are clustered according to genders, races, and
ages. The clustering results show that the proposed PAT-CNN is capable of building semantically meaningful clusters and is powerful to cluster samples according to identity-related
attributes.
3.3.5

C ASE S TUDY USING CAM
Input Image

PAT-ResNet

ResNet-34

(a) Fear

(b) Disgust

(c) Sad

Figure 3.6: Visualization of the attention heatmaps. In each box, the first image is the input
expressive face image, the second image is attention heatmap for baseline ResNet-34, and
the third image is attention heatmap for PAT-ResNet under ground-truth attribute branch.
We visualize attention heatmaps for classifying (a) “fear” by ResNet-34 (column 2) and
ResNet-34-(gender) (column 3, 4) ; (b) “disgust” by ResNet-34 (column 2) and ResNet34-(race) (column 3, 4, 5) ; (c) “sadness” by ResNet-34 (column 2) and ResNet-34-(age)
(column 3, 4, 5). Best viewed in color.

To further demonstrate that the the proposed PAT-CNN improves facial expression
recognition performance with the help of attributes, we employed Class Activation Map-
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ping (CAM) [121] to compute the attention heatmaps for expressions, i.e., disgust, fear, and
sad, on the corresponding input images. Since the heatmaps generated by CAM are smaller
than the input images, bicubic interpolation is used to upsample the attention heatmaps to
the same size with input images. As shown in Fig. 3.6, we compare the attention heatmaps
extracted from (a) ResNet-34 (baseline), PAT-ResNet-(gender) under female (column 3)
and male (column 4) branches; (b) ResNet-34 (baseline), PAT-ResNet-(race) under Caucasian (column 3), African-American (column 4), and Asian (column 5) branches; (c)
ResNet-34 (baseline), PAT-ResNet-(age) under age1 (column 5), age2 (column 3), and
age3 (column 4) branches. The illustrated three samples are mis-classified by the baseline
ResNet-34 but correctly classified by PAT-ResNet, which demonstrates that the PAT-CNN
could improve the facial expression recognition performance by explicitly modeling the
identity-related attributes.
We noticed that the attention heatmaps of the PAT-ResNet ground truth branch more
focus on face regions related to the target facial expression. For example, in Fig. 3.6
(a), the highlighted regions of the “Female” branch (column 3) most focus on eyebrows,
eyes, cheeks, and mouth, however the heatmap of the “Male” branch and baseline RseNet
lost the attention on left eye and eyebrow; in Fig. 3.6 (b) the heatmaps from the baseline
ResNet and Asian branch only focus on right eye and part of mouth. The heatmap from the
African-American branch only focus on nose which is less important to recognize disgust;
in Fig. 3.6 (c) the highlighted regions from the age2 branch preserve the symmetry according to facial components and more focus on facial patches related to sadness compared with
other heatmaps. Moreover, most of the highlighted regions on the attention maps learned
by PAT-ResNet are located around lips, nose, cheek, eyes, and eyebows, which coincides
with the psychological studies [122] and are highly related to a set of facial action units
(AUs) [123], which can be used to describe the corresponding facial expression. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.6 (b), the regions highlighted in the attention heatmap are either
located around the nose, corresponding to AU9 (Nose Wrinkler), or around the mouth cor-
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ners, corresponding to AU10 (Upper Lip Raiser). As shown in Fig. 3.6 (c), we can find the
regions related to AU1 (Inner Brow Raiser), AU4 (Brow Lowerer) and AU15 (Lip Corner
Depressor) are most highlighted, which characterize the sadness expression [85]. Similar
results can be found in other expressions demonstrating the effectiveness of the PAT-CNN
in terms of learning discriminative features for expression recognition.

3.4

S UMMARY

In this work, we proposed a novel PAT-CNN along with a forward-backward propagation
algorithm to learn expression-related features in a hierarchical structure by explicitly modeling identity-related attributes in the CNN. Our work differs from the other unsupervised
clustering methods in that the proposed PAT-CNN is capable of building semanticallymeaningful clusters from which expression-related features are learned to alleviate the
inter-subject variations. Furthermore, data samples have different weights, i.e., the probabilities of being assigned to the nodes, in training the PAT nodes; and the probabilities
are also used as the weights to build a strong classifier for expression recognition. More
importantly, most of the existing facial expression datasets do not have attribute labels. The
proposed loss function enables a semi-supervised learning strategy to improve expression
recognition for these datasets with the help of additional attribute-labeled data, such as the
RAF-DB dataset.
Facial expression recognition has achieved great progress on posed facial displays in
laboratory-controlled settings (Table 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11), but suffers in the real-world
conditions (Table 3.1, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8), which significantly impedes its applications. Most
importantly, the PAT-CNNs achieved the best performance on all four spontaneous facial
expression datasets (RAF-DB, SFEW, ExpW, and FER-2013) in the real-world setting by
explicitly handling large attribute variations.
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Table 3.1: Performance comparison on the RAF-DB dataset.
Method
MRE-CNN [1]
baseDCNN [3]
DLP-CNN [3]
Center Loss [3]
PG-CNN [61]
APM [105]
VGG (baseline)
VGG(age)
VGG(race)
VGG(gender)
AT-VGG-(gender, race, age)
ResNet (baseline)
ResNet(age)
ResNet(race)
ResNet(gender)
AT-ResNet-(gender, race, age)
PAT-VGG-(age)
PAT-VGG-(race)
PAT-VGG-(gender)
PAT-VGG-(age, race)
PAT-VGG-(age, gender)
PAT-VGG-(race, age)
PAT-VGG-(race, gender)
PAT-VGG-(gender, age)
PAT-VGG-(gender, race)
PAT-VGG-(gender, age, race)
PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age)
PAT-ResNet-(age)
PAT-ResNet-(race)
PAT-ResNet-(gender)
PAT-ResNet-(age, race)
PAT-ResNet-(age, gender)
PAT-ResNet-(race, age)
PAT-ResNet-(race, gender)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, age)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, race)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, age, race)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age)
VGG (baseline)
PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age)
ResNet (baseline)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age)
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Accuracy
82.63
82.66
82.84
82.86
83.27
85.17
83.08
81.58
81.87
82.04
85.07
83.25
81.49
81.81
82.30
85.40
83.70
83.87
84.03
84.58
84.62
84.91
85.17
85.46
85.52
86.02
86.28
83.54
83.60
84.10
84.29
84.55
84.49
84.84
85.40
85.66
85.98
86.34
82.92 ± 0.26
85.68 ± 0.18
82.94 ± 0.19
85.87 ± 0.15

Table 3.2: Confusion matrix of the VGG-16 evaluated on the RAF-DB dataset. The ground
truth and predicted labels are given by the first column and the first row, respectively.

An
Di
Fe
Ha
Sa
Su
Ne

An
Di
Fe
Ha
Sa
Su
Ne
72.84% 8.64% 1.23% 4.32% 1.85% 3.09% 8.02%
10.0% 45.0% 2.5% 7.5% 10.62% 1.25% 23.12%
6.76% 0% 50.0% 5.41% 10.81% 21.62% 5.41%
0.51% 0.59% 0.25% 93.33% 1.18% 0.84% 3.29%
1.05% 2.72% 1.26% 3.97% 77.82% 0.21% 12.97%
2.13% 1.82% 3.04% 3.95% 1.52% 79.94% 7.6%
0.15% 1.91% 0% 5.29% 5.15% 2.06% 85.44%

Table 3.3: Confusion matrix of the ResNet-34 evaluated on the RAF-DB dataset. The
ground truth and predicted labels are given by the first column and the first row, respectively.

An
Di
Fe
Ha
Sa
Su
Ne

An
Di
Fe
Ha
Sa
Su
Ne
71.6% 9.88% 0.62% 8.64% 1.85% 2.47% 4.94%
10.0% 49.38% 0.62% 8.12% 15.0% 1.25% 15.62%
9.46% 1.35% 41.89% 8.11% 10.81% 22.97% 5.41%
0.59% 0.76% 0.17% 94.51% 0.59% 0.51% 2.87%
1.46% 1.67% 0.21% 3.97% 83.47% 0.42% 8.79%
1.52% 2.43% 1.22% 3.34% 1.52% 81.76% 8.21%
0.44% 4.85% 0.15% 4.12% 8.68% 2.35% 79.41%

Table 3.4: Confusion matrix of the PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age) evaluated on the RAFDB dataset. The ground truth and predicted labels are given by the first column and the
first row, respectively.

An
Di
Fe
Ha
Sa
Su
Ne

An
Di
Fe
Ha
Sa
Su
Ne
80.25% 6.17% 0.62% 4.32% 1.23% 3.7% 3.7%
5.0% 58.75% 0.62% 8.12% 10.0% 2.5% 15.0%
5.41% 1.35% 55.41% 4.05% 14.86% 14.86% 4.05%
0.68% 0.93% 0.17% 93.76% 0.59% 0.68% 3.21%
0.63% 2.09% 0.84% 4.81% 82.22% 0.21% 9.21%
1.52% 1.52% 1.82% 1.82% 0.3% 86.93% 6.08%
0.15% 1.47% 0.15% 4.12% 4.85% 2.21% 87.06%
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Table 3.5: Confusion matrix of the PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age) evaluated on the RAFDB dataset. The ground truth and predicted labels are given by the first column and the
first row, respectively.

An
Di
Fe
Ha
Sa
Su
Ne

An
Di
Fe
Ha
Sa
Su
Ne
74.07% 4.32% 2.47% 9.26% 1.85% 3.7% 4.32%
5.0% 55.0% 1.25% 9.38% 11.88% 2.5% 15.0%
4.05% 4.05% 60.81% 4.05% 9.46% 14.86% 2.7%
0.17% 0.25% 0.17% 95.36% 0.76% 0.51% 2.78%
0.42% 1.05% 1.05% 3.14% 85.98% 0.21% 8.16%
2.43% 1.82% 3.34% 3.04% 1.82% 82.07% 5.47%
0.15% 1.62% 0%
4.85% 5.59% 1.76% 86.03%

Table 3.6: Performance comparison on the SFEW dataset.
Method
Island Loss [22]
Yu et al. [15]
Kim et al. [14]
Inception [104]
DLP-CNN [3]
gCNN [62]
FN2EN [64]
APM [105]
baseline of SFEW [87]
Kaya et al. [40]
STTLDA [106]
Sun et al. [73]
Center Loss [24]
IACNN [65]
Yao et al. [72]
Ng et al. [16]
Island Loss [22]
Kim et al. [14]
VGG (baseline)
PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age)
ResNet (baseline)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age)
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Model
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single

Val
52.52
55.96
53.9
47.7
51.05
52.59
55.15
57.57
35.93
53.06
–
51.02
48.85
50.98
43.58
48.5
51.83
–
52.06
53.90
52.75
54.59

Test
59.41
61.29
61.6
–
–
–
–
–
39.13
49.46
50
51.08
53.76
54.30
55.38
55.6
56.99
57.3
55.91
62.37
56.45
61.83

Table 3.7: Performance comparison on the ExpW dataset.
Method
HOG + SVM [63]
Baseline DCN [63]
DCN + AP [63]
VGG (baseline)
PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age)
ResNet (baseline)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age)

Accuracy
60.66
65.06
70.06
68.33
71.5
67.08
71.17

Table 3.8: Performance comparison on the FER-2013 dataset.
Method
Sun et al. [114]
ECNN [115]
DLSVM [116]
Ron et al. [117]
VGG (baseline)
PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age)
ResNet (baseline)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age)

Val
–
–
–
–
68.35
68.82
67.99
69.10

Test
68.16
69.96
71.2
72.1
71.08
72.16
70.91
72.00

Table 3.9: Performance comparison on the BU-3DFE dataset.
Method
Wang et al. [118]
Berretti et al. [119]
Yang et al. [120]
Lopes et al. [100]
Lai et al. [101]
IA-gen [66]
DPND [102]
Zhang et al. [103]
DeRL [67]
VGG (baseline)
PAT-VGG-(gender, race)
ResNet (baseline)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, race)

Accuracy
61.79
77.54
84.80
72.89
74.25
76.83
78.4
80.95
84.17
81.08
83.58
81.31
83.17
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Classes
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Feature
3D-Static
3D-Static
3D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static
2D-Static

Table 3.10: Performance comparison on the CK+ dataset.
Method
TMS [89]
Inception [104]
DLP-CNN [3]
Lopes et al. [100]
PPDN [96]
VGG (baseline)
PAT-VGG-(gender, race)
ResNet (baseline)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, race)
3DCNN [95]
ITBN [93]
F-Bases [94]
Cov3D [90]
3DCNN-DAP [95]
STM-ExpLet [91]
LOMo [92]
STM [37]
DTAGN [97]
Center Loss [24]
Island Loss [22]
IA-gen [66]
IACNN [65]
DeRL [67]
VGG (baseline)
PAT-VGG-(gender, race)
ResNet (baseline)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, race)

Accuracy
91.89
93.2
95.78
96.76
97.3
93.42
95.58
93.31
96.01
85.9
86.3
89.01
92.3
92.4
94.19
95.1
96.40
97.25
92.25
94.39
96.57
95.37
97.3
92.97
95.31
92.56
95.82
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Classes
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Feature
Dynamic
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static

Table 3.11: Performance comparison on the MMI dataset.
Method
3DCNN [95]
ITBN [93]
3DCNN-DAP [95]
DTAGN [97]
F-Bases [94]
STM-ExpLet [91]
IACNN [65]
DeRL [67]
Center Loss [24]
Island Loss [22]
VGG (baseline)
PAT-VGG-(gender, race)
ResNet (baseline)
PAT-ResNet-(gender, race)

Accuracy
53.2
59.7
63.4
70.24
73.66
75.12
71.55
73.23
73.40
74.68
69.39
73.56
70.99
74.04

Classes
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Feature
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static
Static

Table 3.12: Cross-dataset facial expression recognition performance.
Dataset/Method
SFEW/VGG-16
SFEW/PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age)
SFEW/ResNet-34
SFEW/PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age)
ExpW/VGG-16
ExpW/PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age)
ExpW/ResNet-34
ExpW/PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age)
FER-2013/VGG-16
FER-2013/PAT-VGG-(gender, race, age)
FER-2013/ResNet-34
FER-2013/PAT-ResNet-(gender, race, age)
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Val
45.18
45.87
44.72
46.10
–
–
–
–
54.19
56.00
54.89
55.59

Test
50
52.15
50.27
53.23
59.50
62.08
58.08
61.17
53.75
56.87
54.05
55.95
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4.1

I NTRODUCTION
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Input
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Average
Fear
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Happy

(generator)

Sad

Average
Happy
Average
Sad
Average
Surprise

Surprise

Test

Surprise

Average
Surprise

Figure 4.1: An illustration of the proposed IF-GAN synthesizing identity-free expressive
faces from input images. Best viewed in color.

Most recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved promising results on facial expression recognition. However, most of the existing approaches were
optimized using all subjects from training data, where high inter-subject variations caused
by individual differences in facial attributes, e.g., age, race, gender, were not explicitly
considered. As a result, the learned features may capture more identity-related information
than expression-related information, as discussed in [66], and thus, are not purely related
to the specific task, i.e., facial expression recognition. Therefore, performance of facial
expression recognition usually degrades on unseen subjects.
This motivates us to reduce the effects of identity-related variations by explicitly removing the identity information from face images. Specifically, let f (I) be the extracted
facial representation of an input image I learned by CNNs. f (I) is usually a result of a
nonlinear function g(·) of two kinds of features, i.e. f (I) = g(fid (I), fexp (I)), where fid (I)
represents the identity-related features introduced by age, race, gender, etc.; and fexp (I)
encodes the expression-related information. The objective of facial expression recognition
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is to make the best use of fexp (I) while minimizing the influence of fid (I).
To achieve this goal, we proposed a novel Identity-Free conditional Generative Adversarial Network (IF-GAN), as illustrated in Fig. 4.1, to remove the identity-related information by transferring the expression information from any input face image to a synthetic
identity, i.e., an “average” face calculated from all subjects in the dataset. Such generated
images have the same synthetic “average” identity and differ from each other only by the
displayed expressions. Hence, these generated “average” identity expressive images will
be used for identity-free expression classification.
In summary, our major contributions are:
- Developing a novel IF-GAN model to transfer an expression of an arbitrary subject
to a synthetic “average” identity for identity-free expression recognition;
- Developing a self-attention module in the generator to better capture the patch regions related to facial expressions; and
- Developing an end-to-end system to perform expression synthesis and expression
recognition simultaneously.
Extensive experiments on four well-known facial expression datasets including a spontaneous facial expression dataset have shown that the proposed IF-GAN consistently yields
considerable improvement over the baseline CNN by generating and employing identityfree face images for facial expression recognition. The IF-GAN also achieves the best
performance compared with the state-of-the-art facial expression recognition methods.

4.2
4.2.1

M ETHODOLOGY
A N OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED IF-GAN

The objective of the proposed IF-GAN is to transfer the expression information from the
input image to a synthetic “average” identity; and then the generated “average” expressive
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Real or Fake pair?

D

G

Generated
Face

Ground
Truth

E
Expression Label

Figure 4.2: A complete architecture of the IF-GAN consists of three models: (1) a generator
(G), which is a “U-Net” [5] with skip connections between mirrored layers in the encoder
and decoder stacks, (2) a discriminator (D), which is a “PatchGAN” [6] that only penalizes
structures at the scale of patches, and (3) an expression classifier (E), which is a ResNet-18
network [7] pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset. Best viewed in color.
image will be used for identify-free expression classification.
Specifically, given an input image I, the extracted facial features f (I) can be represented by two kinds of features fid (I), i.e., identity-related features, and fexp (I), i.e.,
expression-related features, which are nonlinearly coupled with each other. Let ISE be a
face image of any real subject associated with a specific expression and IAE be the expressive face image of the “average” subject calculated from all subjects showing the target
expression in the dataset. A generator (G) is developed to transfer the expression information fexp (ISE ) from the image ISE to the “average” subject such that the generated image
ĨAE contains the same expression with ISE . In contrast to the regular GANs or cGANs, an
expression classifier (E) is employed to ensure the generated “average” expressive image
(ĨAE ) has the same expression as the input image ISE .
As shown in Fig. 4.2, the proposed IF-GAN contains three networks, i.e., a generator
(G), a discriminator (D), and an expression classifier (E). The generator takes a subject
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expressive image ISE as input; and generates an expressive face image ĨAE of the “average”
subject. Then, the fake tuple {ISE , ĨAE , 0} and the real tuple {ISE , IAE , 1} are fed into the
discriminator for fake/real classification. Finally, {ISE , IAE , le } and {ISE , ĨAE , le }, where
le is the corresponding expression label, are utilized to fine-tune the expression classifier.
In this work, we used a “U-Net”-based architecture [110] for the generator (G), a convolutional “PatchGAN” classifier [6], which only penalizes structures at image patch level,
for the discriminator (D), and a ResNet-18 [7] for the expression classifier (E). In contrast
to DeRL [67] and IA-gen [66], G, D, and E are jointly optimized during the IF-GAN
training. Note that only G and E are employed during testing.
4.2.2

N ETWORK S TRUCTURES

Discriminator (D): The proposed PatchGAN-based discriminator consists of two repeated
implementations of 4 × 4 convolution layers (pad 1 and stride 2) and another two repeated
implementation of 4 × 4 convolution layers (pad 1 and stride 1), each of which is followed
by a batch normalization (BN) and a leaky ReLU (slope 0.2). At the first three convolution
layers, we doubled the number of output feature map channels. At the final convolution
layer, a 1 × 1 convolution was applied to feature maps to generate 1-dimensional output,
and then followed by a Sigmoid function.
Generator (G): The proposed U-Net-based generator is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. It consists of an encoding path (left side) and a decoding path (right side). The encoding path follows the typical architecture of a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [124], which consists
of the repeated implementation of a 3 × 3 convolution layer (pad 1 and stride 1) followed
by a BN and a ReLU, and a 2 × 2 max pooling operation with stride 2 for downsampling.
At each convolution step, we doubled the number of output feature map channels. Every
step in the decoding path consists of an upsampling operation of the feature map followed
by a 3 × 3 convolution layer (pad 1 and stride 1) that has half of feature map channels, a
concatenation with the corresponding feature maps from the encoding path, and one more
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of the U-Net-based generator with self-attention modules. Each
purple box corresponds to a multi-channel convolution feature map. The number of channels is provided on the top of each box. The spatial size of the convolution feature maps is
denoted at the lower left corner of the box. Lilac boxes represent copied feature maps from
the encoding path. The gray dashed arrows denote the skip connection operations. There
are three self-attention modules located in the encoding path, decoding path, and through
the skip connections, respectively. Best viewed in color.
3 × 3 convolution layer (pad 1 and stride 1) followed by a BN and a ReLU. At the final
step, a 1 × 1 convolution layer is employed to generated the desired output.
4.2.3

A S ELF -ATTENTION M ODULE

Most of image generation deep models, e.g., the U-Net [110] and FCN [124], are built
on a group of convolution layers. Convolution layers process local spatial regions layer
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Figure 4.4: An illustration of the self-attention module. The input feature maps are shown
as the shape of their tensors, e.g., C1 × W × H for C1 channels and the feature map
size W × H. The green/red color boxes denote 1 × 1 convolutions for channel reduction,
i.e., resulting C2 channels. The magenta color box denotes 1 × 1 convolutions and results
C1 channels. The softmax operation is performed on each row to normalize the attention
coefficients. Self-attention feature maps are scaled with trainable parameter (γ) learned in
the self-attention module. The output convolution feature maps retain the same dimension
as the input convolution feature maps. Best viewed in color.
by layer. Thus only using convolution layers is computationally inefficient and making
training difficult for modeling long-range dependencies. Most recently, attention mechanisms have been demonstrated in various applications, e.g., image generation [125, 126],
machine translation [127], and video classification [128], by being capable of capturing
long-range dependencies while preserving computational efficiency. Among them, a selfattention module calculates the response at a position either in space, sequence, or video by
attending to all other positions within the same space, sequence, or video. A Self-Attention
Generative Adversarial Network (SAGAN) [126], which introduces a self-attention module into a convolutional GAN framework, aims to improve the ability of both G and D to
model the global structure.
In this work, we introduced self-attention modules on top of our generator to efficiently
model relationships between widely separated spatial regions and to generate better facial
expressive images using information from all feature map locations. As shown in Fig. 4.4,
the self-attention module computes the response at a position as a weighted sum of the
features at all positions in the input feature maps.
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4.2.4

L OSS F UNCTIONS OF THE IF-GAN

The overall loss function of the IF-GAN is defined as:
L = λ1 · LcGAN (G, D) + λ2 · LL1 (G)
(4.1)
+ λ3 · Lsof tmax (E) + λ4 · LIL (E)
where the hyperparameters λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , and λ4 1 are used to balance the four terms.
The first term of Eq. 4.1 is the loss function of a cGAN and defined as:
LcGAN (G, D) = E[log(D({ISE , IAE }))]

(4.2)

+ E[log(1 − D({ISE , G(ISE )}))]
where G(ISE ) represents the generated image ĨAE , {ISE , G(ISE )} denotes the fake tuple,
and {ISE , IAE } denotes the real tuple.
To compete against the discriminator D, G(·) learns to capture the true data distribution to generate realistic images that are similar to the images sampled from the true data
distribution. We explore this option using L1 distance:
LL1 (G) = E[kIAE − G(ISE )k1 ]

(4.3)

Therefore, G(·) tries to minimize this loss and compete against D that tries to maximize
it, i.e.,
G∗ = arg min max λ1 · LcGAN (G, D) + λ2 · LL1 (G)
G

D

(4.4)

Furthermore, E is jointly trained with D and G. Employing a softmax loss, the expression loss is defined as:
Lsof tmax (E) = E[log p(le |{ISE , IAE })]
+ E[log p(le |{ISE , G(ISE )})]
where le is the expression label of ISE .
1

In our experiments, we set λ1 = 1, λ2 = 20, λ3 = 10, and λ4 = 1 empirically.
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(4.5)

To further enhance expression classification performance, an island loss [22], which
was designed to reduce the intra-class variations and increase the inter-class differences
simultaneously, was employed jointly with the softmax loss to train the expression classifier
E. The island loss denoted as LIL (E) is defined as the summation of the center loss [24]
and the pairwise distances between class centers in the feature space:
LIL (E) =

m
X
i=1

kxi − cyi k22 + α

X X 
cj ∈N ck ∈N
ck 6=cj

ck · cj
+1
kck k2 kcj k2


(4.6)

where N is the set of expression labels; ck and cj denote the k th and j th expression
center with L2 norm kck k2 and kcj k2 , respectively; (·) represents the dot product. α = 0.03
is used to balance the two terms. By minimizing the island loss, samples of the same
expression will get closer to each other and those of different expressions will be pushed
apart.

4.3

E XPERIMENTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed IF-GAN, extensive experiments have been
conducted on four well-known facial expression benchmark datasets, i.e., the BU-3DFE
dataset [83], the CK+ dataset [84, 85], the MMI dataset [86], and RAF-DB dataset [3].
4.3.1

P REPROCESSING

Face alignment was employed to reduce the variations in face scale and in-plane rotation
across different facial images. The face regions were aligned based on three facial keypoints, i.e., centers of two eyes and tip of nose which were obtained using a state-of-the-art
face alignment method, i.e., Multi-task Cascaded Convolutional Networks (MTCNN) [55].
To alleviate the over-fitting problem due to the limited number of sequences or images in
facial expression datasets, data augmentation procedure was employed to train the IF-GAN
and baseline ResNet-18 model. The processed facial images were first cropped and scaled
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to 256 × 256 with random horizontal flipping and a random rotation between -5◦ and 5◦ .
Then, 224 × 224 patches were randomly cropped as the input during training process and
center cropped during testing.
4.3.2

I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

Following [66, 67], the generator G and discriminator D were first pre-trained on the BU4DFE [129] dataset, where the middle 60% of peak images from the sequence were used.
In addition, a ResNet-18 [7] network, which first pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [110]
and then further pre-trained on the BU-4DFE dataset, was employed as our baseline CNN
model 2 and the expression classifier (E) in the proposed IF-GAN.
For evaluation, the baseline ResNet-18 model and IF-GAN were fine-tuned on each
dataset using the corresponding training set, along with all the data of the other three
datasets as additional training data. Specifically, we employed 50% images from the corresponding training set of each dataset in every mini-batch. For each run of the 10-fold evaluation in the three posed facial expression datasets, the six “average” identity expressive
face images IAE were obtained by averaging peak expressive images with the corresponding labels in its training set, respectively.
Since there are significant face pose variations in the RAF-DB dataset, for training in
the RAF-DB dataset, the six “average” identity expressive face images IAE were obtained
by averaging peak expressive images with the corresponding labels in the three posed facial
expression datasets, which contain only frontal view faces, to achieve pose invariant facial
expression recognition as well.
In this work, PyTorch toolbox [111] was employed for implementation. Adam optimizer [112] with a mini-batch size of 25, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.99, and a weight decay
parameter of 1e-4, was used for training both the IF-GAN and the baseline model. The
2

To make a fair comparison, the island loss is also employed in the baseline ResNet-18 model.
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total number of epochs was 50. The learning rate µ started from 1e-3 and was reduced by
a factor of 0.5 every 10 epochs.
4.3.3

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

Table 4.1: Performance comparison on three posed facial expression datasets. Performance
reported as an average of the three peak images is denoted by ∗ .
Method
Lai et al. [101]
Zhang et al. [103]
MSR [51]
Center Loss [24]
Island Loss [22]
F-Bases [94]
IACNN [65]
DLP-CNN [3]
FN2EN [64]
IA-gen [66]
Lopes et al. [100]
APM [105]
PPDN [96]
DeRL [67]
ResNet-18
IF-GAN
IF-GAN

BU-3DFE
74.25
80.95
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
76.83
72.89
–
–
84.17
82.33
85.08
–

CK+
–
–
91.4
92.25∗
94.39∗
94.81
95.37∗
95.78
96.80
96.57
96.76
–
97.3
97.3
94.07
97.20
97.30∗

MMI
–
–
–
73.40∗
74.68∗
57.56
71.55∗
–
–
–
–
74.04
–
73.23
70.51
75.16
75.48∗

As illustrated in Table 4.1 and 4.2, the proposed IF-GAN consistently outperforms the
baseline ResNet-18 with a noticeable margin and achieves the best results compared with
the state-of-the-art methods evaluated on all of the four datasets. For the CK+ dataset,
DeRL [67] and PPDN [96] also achieved the best performance. However, DeRL [67] is
not an end-to-end framework and thus, requires high computational cost; PPDN [96] takes
the advantage of neutral images of the same subjects as reference, which, however, are not
available for most of real world applications.
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Table 4.2: Performance comparison on the RAF-DB dataset. Some papers [1, 2, 3, 4]
reported performance as an average of diagonal values of confusion matrices. We converted
them to accuracy for a fair comparison.
Method
Kuo et al. [2]
FSN [4]
MRE-CNN [1]
baseDCNN [3]
DLP-CNN [3]
Center Loss [3]
PG-CNN [61]
APM [105]
ResNet-18
IF-GAN
ResNet-18
IF-GAN
Angry

Disgust

Fear

Accuracy
72.21
81.10
82.63
82.66
82.84
82.86
83.27
85.17
83.18
85.40
82.82 ± 0.42
84.93 ± 0.27
Happy

Sad

Surprise

BU-3DFE
CK+

MMI
RAF-DB

Figure 4.5: Examples of expression transfer results generated by the IF-GAN on the BU3DFE, CK+, MMI, and RAF-DB datasets, respectively.
4.3.4

E XPRESSION T RANSFER A NALYSIS

Fig. 4.5 shows examples of the generated average expressive face images along with their
corresponding input images on the BU-3DFE, CK+, MMI, and RAF-DB datasets, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the generated face images totally removed the identity information from their corresponding input images, while the expression information is transferred to the “average” subject.
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4.3.5

ATTENTION M AP A NALYSIS

(a) Angry

(d) Happy

(b) Disgust

(e) Sad

(c) Fear

(f) Surprise

Figure 4.6: Visualization of the attention maps. We visualized the attention maps of the
last U-Net layer that employed self-attention modules, since this layer is the closest to the
generated image and easy to learn long-range dependencies across the feature maps. In
each box, the first image is the input subject expressive face image; and the second image
is the generated “average” identity expressive face image with the same expression as the
input image. The other three images are learned attention maps for three query locations at
the pink dots for each input image.

As discussed in [128, 126], the self-attention module achieves better performance with
larger size input feature maps to capture the relationships between spatial regions. Hence,
three self-attention modules are integrated into the U-net-based generator after the 56 × 56
feature maps as shown in Fig. 4.3. To better understand what self-attention modules have
captured during the training process, we visualized the attention maps of the generator in
the IF-GAN for different input images. As illustrated in Fig. 4.6, self-attention modules
are complementary to traditional convolution layers, which only focus on local patches for
image generation in GANs, and thus are more effective in modeling long-range dependencies. We noticed that the self-attention modules learn to model the relationships among
regions according to similarity of intensity, texture, and edge as well as symmetry in facial
components, rather than spatial adjacency. For example, in Fig. 4.6 (e), the three attention
maps corresponding to the three query locations, i.e., the pink dots, most focus on both
eyes, the whole mouth region, and cheek regions, respectively.
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Furthermore, we noticed that most of the highlighted regions on the attention maps are
located around the lip, nose, cheek, eyes, and eyebrows, which coincides with the psychological studies [122]. In addition, the highlighted regions are highly related to a set of facial
action units (AUs) [123], which can be used to describe the corresponding facial expression. For example, as shown in Fig. 4.6 (d), the regions highlighted by the self-attention
module for generating the happy expression are either located around the cheek, corresponding to AU6 (Cheek Raiser), or around the mouth corners, corresponding to AU12
(Lip Corner Puller). As shown in Fig. 4.6 (f), we can find the regions related to AU5 (Upper Lid Raiser) and AU27 (Mouth Stretch) are most highlighted, which characterize the
surprise expression [85]. Similar results can be found in other expressions demonstrating
the effectiveness of the self-attention module in terms of capturing the regions of importance for generating facial expressions.

4.4

S UMMARY

In this work, we developed a novel end-to-end IF-GAN framework to perform identityfree facial expression recognition by generating expressive faces for a synthetic “average”
subject. Our work differs from other subject-independent methods in that the proposed IFGAN is capable of removing identity-related information completely. Experimental results
on four well-known benchmark facial expression datasets have shown that the proposed
IF-GAN achieves the state-of-the-art recognition performance for facial expression recognition. More importantly, the IF-GAN shows promise for facial expression recognition in
the wild to further deal with challenges introduced by large head movements, occlusion,
and illumination, as demonstrated by the experimental results on the RAF-DB.
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C HAPTER 5
C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
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5.0.1

C ONCLUSION

In spite of great improvements have been achieved on posed facial display and controlled
image acquisition, performance of facial expression recognition usually degrades significantly for spontaneous facial expression datasets. Furthermore, facial expression recognition in real-world suffers from various factors including unconstrained face poses, illumination changes, and occlusions. Moreover, recognition performance usually degrades on
unseen subjects, primarily due to high inter-subject variations introduced by age, gender,
and especially person-specific characteristics associated with identity. Thus, we propose
three approaches to learn discriminative features for facial expression recognition. Island
loss is designed to reduce high intra-class variations and inter-class similarities while makes
the learned features more related to expressions. The island loss could be efficiently applied
in facial expression datasets which contains large variations including head-poses, illuminations, occlusions, and identity-related attributes. And PAT-CNN explicitly consider the
variations caused by identity-related attributes and alleviate the influence caused by these
attributes. Therefore, PAT-CNN performs well in facial expression datasets which mainly
contains large identity-attribute related variations. However, the island loss and PAT-CNN
can’t remove the variations entirely, so the IF-GAN is proposed to reduce the effects of
identity-related variations by explicitly removing the identity information from face images. Furthermore, island loss is a general deep learning module which could implement
in IF-GAN and PAT-CNN.
First, a novel island loss is developed for CNNs to enhance the discriminative power
of learned deep features. Specifically, the island loss is proposed to reduce the intra-class
variations while enlarging the inter-class differences simultaneously. Experimental results
on three posed facial expression datasets, i.e., the BU-3DFE, MMI, and CK+, and two
spontaneous facial expression dataset (SFEW dataset and RAF-DB dataset) have shown
that the proposed island loss achieved best or at least comparable performance compared
with state-of-the-art methods. The proposed island loss is a general loss function and is
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ready to be adopted by other advanced CNN structures for various computer vision and
machine learning tasks.
Second, a novel PAT-CNN to explicitly deal with the large intra-class variations caused
by identity-related attributes. Specifically, a novel PAT module associated with a PAT loss
is proposed to organize the expression-related features in a hierarchical tree structure, the
higher the level in the PAT, the less it will be affected by Identity-related attributes. More
importantly, most of the existing facial expression datasets do not have attribute labels.
The proposed loss function enables a semi-supervised learning strategy to improve expression recognition for these databases with the help of additional attribute-labeled data, such
as the RAF-DB. Experimental results on three posed facial expression datasets, i.e., the
Oulu-CASIA, MMI, and CK+, and three spontaneous facial expression datasets, i.e., the
SFEW, RAF-DB, and ExpW, have shown that the proposed PAT-CNNs achieved best or at
least comparable performance compared with state-of-the-art methods. More importantly,
the PAT-CNNs achieved the best performance on all three spontaneous facial expression
datasets in the real-world setting by explicitly handling large attribute variations.
Third, a novel IF-GAN was proposed to learn identity-free expression-related features
by explicitly synthesising average expressive face in the cGAN and neglect subject-related
informations completely. Since the generated images have the same synthetic “average”
identity, they differ from each other only by the displayed expressions and thus, can be
used for identity-free facial expression classification. In this work, an end-to-end system
was developed to perform facial expression generation and facial expression recognition
in the IF-GAN framework. Experimental results on four well-known facial expression
datasets, i.e., the BU-3DFE, the MMI, the CK+, and the RAF-DB, have shown that the
proposed IF-GAN achieved best or at least comparable performance compared with stateof-the-art methods.
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5.0.2

D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK

D EVELOPING SEMI - SUPERVISED OR WEAKLY SUPERVISED LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR
INSUFFICIENT TRAINING DATA :

As compared to other applications such as face recognition with millions of training data,
facial expression recognition suffers from limited amount of training data. The current
public expression datasets are still in small scale in terms of number of subjects, making
it more difficult to learn more powerful yet more deeper models especially for disgust,
fear and sad expressions with lower recognition performance. In addition to collect more
facial expression labeled training data, we expect the performance of facial expression
recognition can be significantly improved by exploiting massive unlabeled facial images
by semi-supervised or weakly supervised learning.
D EVELOPING LEARNING ALGORITHMS TO LEARN OPTIMAL MODEL STRUCTURES :

The number of states of the specific attribute is pre-defined according to the demographic
information in the training data. However, it is challenging to know the exact number of
states for more attributes, such as hair style, in the real-world applications. This encourages us to design a scheme which could dynamically split/merge clusters during training.
Furthermore, it is time-consuming to enumerate different variants of PAT-CNN structures
if more attributes were considered. Hence, it is desirable to learn the optimal model automatically.
E XTEND IL-CNN AND IF-GAN TO VIDEO - BASED APPLICATION :

Island loss is designed to learn image-based facial expression features. However, sequencebased facial expression recognition also suffers from high intra-class variation and interclass similarities. This encourage us to model sequence-based discriminative features for
facial expression recognition in videos.
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Most recently, GAN have achieved promising results on video generation. This motivate us to develop a method which could transfer any given input facial expressive video
to “average” identity expressive video. Specifically, we could introduce LSTM [59], nonlocal [126], C3D [130], long-term feature bank [131], and other advanced dynamic modules into the current IF-GAN to model spatiotemporal information.
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